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It is an accepted fact that the social group work field has gen-
era0.1y reached a recognized level of professional competence in the last
fifteen years. Concordant with the development of the field, group work-
ers have begun to explore means of individualization of their programs,
in an effort to understand agency members better and to be of greater
help to them in individual personality growth and socializing experiences.
In the face of this increasing interest among gror?) work agencies in the
individualized approach, the use of the Social Service Index as a tool in
work with individuals needs exploration, particularly since this use is
by no means common practice among group workers, in contrast to the al-
most universal use of the Index by case workers.
B. Purpose
The writer, as a member of the Social Service Index Committee of
the Greater Boston Community Council, was stimulated to make the present
study because of the knowledge as a Committee member that Boston group
work agencies made only a small use of the clearing service of the Index
in comparison with corresponding agencies in some other cities. In order
1 Gertrude Wilson, Group Work ^d Case Work, Their Relationship
and Practice, p. 81i.
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to get at -the reasons for this ostensible lack of use of a coimminity re-
source, some of the questions posed for the writer were to ascertain:
1. What are the general considerations facilitating or impeding
local group work agency use of the Index, such as agency function,
philosophy, objectives, recording, staff qualifications, etc.?
2. What types of cases or problems are cleared through the Index by
local agencies and what are the accrued values to agencies which
clear?
3. lhat are some of the general criteria for clearing cases through
the Index by local group work agencies?
The writer hopes that the study will help perhaps to clarify local
principles and procedures for Index use by group work agencies, and to
provide background or source material for two larger current fields of ii>-
quiry in Boston, first, the matter of referral procedures between group
work and case work, and secondly, the more comprehensive area of group
work - case work cooperation itself,
C. Scope of the Study and Sources of Data
1. Sampling of Clearings
A three months’ sample of all clearings at the Index by group woifc
agencies was undertaken for the period from Decanber 1, 19li8 through Feb-
ruary 28, 19^9 . Duplicate clearing slips were provided for the writer by
the Index.
This type of sample was initially felt to be a valid one for the
purpose of the study since: 1) it fell within the heaviest program period
of the average group work agency; 2) it avoided the possible biases of in-
take clearings for nursery school departments (made in early Fall) and
clearings for camps (made in late Spring), both revolving around budgeting
for fees and other intake considerations primarily, which, although a
i-’•'i :aoo ;:. *io d”u 3.0 ?tor,I eldJteir'.o do 'toI sno;:r.:i'i orti J-i: J’-'g oi
I'.'ii.e.t'xeoaxj *xJ' -nm nejl’rfi 9d ' •>:' i bPKc-q ejm x^tr oKJ 'if- «c:D'ixr.s
SfliJbeqmi: 'xo j r/oa.lx *': ' - anno ezi'>
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^Dn-ox,if,.ori-cl.st P 'ilrd-2 ,>jnibioofvr -vi^qoe.oJbiiq
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.'bixiw a-‘ion^r<” od ’ftoXi^v f7S.o’ioo& «rt,t ^juiv Inr- aoionojv; .li^oo-.
'•‘leolo
rf3WO‘'t£lj D-ODjiiO gn.i'iijnXo 'in'i cxo.- J’lio i»;'i*’Xa03 nr't 'lo omor. .t4ix:
Vaoxoiio^ >'acmi qxro*'.3 Iaoc'J. 3c‘r^'r.I adX
.£gooI eqsrn-jq rX^>ri II.r»^ vt'itX?. p-^t ;}iMil esqod etiT
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i-
..xsJonI sdw
®ry ^c>'t pno biXx^v o o.t xMo'l YXXoldxxil. rx£W lo 0fT>^ sXdT
bcut*xoq nc’rcgo'iq dcolvneri ©rfd itxiicMw JXs^ Xx (X X'-ox'-ifl yp*Jivi and to ft':ocr7i;q
-nl 1o eecfild f^idXp.Drq ©ri.t boblovfi ti (S ;Yi»n®5XJ y.ic^ qxicr^s ori.^ 1o
trxi (IXb’? fd ebxiit) ?drK xd'xxiqab locrioa visp'iirn 'icl.
j/iidsahwd fonuc'iK ^.r/Xrv«'r ridocf ^(s/x.i;iqc oJ'XiI nl ObBc) Dqc-o 'lo'i ej.nXiBCxn
z rigtrodJLf. ^floixiv r.ncl^n'£0 f}i.enoo O/LEdnx •.ortto hf"-. axal •xcd
3definite use of the Index by group work agencies, are not presumably typi-
cal of average clearing use for problems relating to the individual in a
group work setting; and 3) an inspection of statistics for the correspond-
ing sample quarterly period during the previous year indicated that ivhile
the quarter-year clearings were only 12.5 per cent of the total clearings
for the nearest comparable twelve month period, the agencies clearing
during the sample months accounted for 70,7 per cent of the total twelve
2
month clearings.
Discounting nursery and camp clearings, therefore^ this type of
sample, while not pretending to be quantitatively representative, in the
opinion of the writer would offer a few clues to the range of problems
occurring in local group work agencies for Tivhich the clearing service of
the Index is utilized.
The actual sample for December, 19l|8 through February, 19ii9 turned
out to be fairly similar to the inspection sample. The study sample rep-
resented only 15.8 per cent of the total twelve month clearings, but the
agencies which cleared during the quarter-year accounted for 69.6 per
cent of the total agency clearings for the twelve months.^
2. Information from the Agencies
Since the Index does not statistically "break down" clearings for
different departments of an agency (for example, clearings of the groi^
work departments of several multiple function agencies are not catalogued
2 See Chapter VI for details.
3 About 20 per cent of yearly total for 19ii7 (from Index statis-
tics )
.
h Chapter VI, op.cit .
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separately from their case work departments), the study confined itself
to an investigation of Index use by agencies whose primary function was
group work; such as settlements, boys’ clubs, young men’s and young wo-
men’s associations, Jewish centers. Scouts, and the like.
Considering that the connotation of ’’group work agency” can be
broadly interpreted to include any sort of organization working with
groups, for practical ptirposes, the study was limited to an examination
of those agencies holding individual membership in the Neighborhood Houses
and Youth Agencies Division (isfriich is in effect the ’’group work” division)
of the Greater Boston Community Council, Since any detailed discussion
of the definition of group work, and hence, of a group work agency, is
outside the scope of the present study, it was felt that this method
served to encompass all authentic and ’’recognized” group work agencies
concerned. Council membership being evidence that agencies met certain
standards of auspices, financial control, staff, program and services,
etc,, necessary to carry out the group work process.
There are thirty-nine primary group work agencies at present in
the Neighborhood Houses and Youth Agencies Division of the Council, count-
ing as single agencies eight which have two or more branches,^ All elev-
en agencies currently using the Index are Council members. This does not
include, of course. Index use by group work departments of multiple func-
tion agencies. There are three agencies of this type which are relative-
ly heavy users of the Index, One is a child welfare agency isdiich works
5 For obvious reasons, the agencies are not identified in the
study. See Appendix I for list.
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with protected groups, another is an intercultural agency doing group
work as well as case work, and the third is an agency whose main function
is cooperative industries and rehabilitation work . For the reason re-
ferred to in a previous paragraph, these could not be embodied in the
study.
The using agencies were interviewed by the schedule method to se-
cure infoiroation regarding policies and procedures in force for Index
use. In addition, the agencies specifically involved were further inter-
viewed for a delineation of problems and follow-up history on each clear-
ing in the study sample.
TABLE 1
GROUP WORK AGENCIES IN THE GREATER BOSTON COMMUNITI COUNCIL
CURRENTLY USING THE INDEX




Young women’s association 1
Total 11
The remaining twenty-eight agencies who came within the province
of the Greater Boston Community Council did not currently use the Index.
They were of two types, past users and agencies who had never used the
Index, As part of the study, pertinent information regarding Index use
was solicited from both groups of agencies via a questionnaire.
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TABLE 2
GROUP WORK AGENCIES IN THE GREATER BOSTON COMMUNITY COUNCIL
NOT CURRENTLY USING THE INDEX
Type of Agency Number
Settlement house 18
Scouting or kindred organization h
Community center 2
Young men's association 2




In addition to the sources above, the service accounting files of
the Social Service Index provided statistical material relating to Index
use in previous years. Throu^ correspondence, a number of indexes or
exchanges in other cities revealed varying amounts of comparative statis-
tics.
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7CHAPTER II
THE BOSTON SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX
A . Purpose and Function
The Boston Social Service Index is the oldest index in the coun-
try, having been founded in 1876. It has been a service department of
the Greater Boston Community Council since 1950* In common with other in-
dexes (or "exchanges" as they are generally known elsewhere^), it is es-
sentially a clearing house for the exchange of information among public
and private social agencies.
Its purpose is to assist social agencies to focus social work re-
sources to meet the needs of those who come to them for help, and to avoid
pduplication, confusion and waste . The Index thus has a two-fold func-
tion: 1) to catalogue social work sources of information about individu-
als and families; and 2) to promote such liaison between social agencies
that jointly and severally they will serve clients more competently.
The means used is that of establishing and maintaining a central
index of the case records of the health and welfare agencies in a given
territory. The Boston Index is state-wide in coverage, serving over six
hundred public and private agencies, and has nearly three million cards
1 For purposes of simplicity, the term "index" will hereinafter
be used throughout the study to denote "exchange" as well, wherever the
term is used in a general sense.
2 National Committee on Social Service Exchange, Handbook on
Social Service Exchange, 19^6, p. 1.
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6in its file^. These index cards do nox record confidential social data
such as need, social history, or service rendered, but record only essen-
tial identifying information; such as, names, addresses, ages and similar
data, plus a list of agencies who either are currently working with the
individual or family, or who have had contact with them in the past, to-
gether with the respective dates of contact.
The Index file consists of a primary name file, with master cards
set up for each family group or unattached individual and filed by sur-
names, and a secondary street file set up by street addresses according to
geographic subdivisions. The street file, though it does not show the
agencies concerned, does have the surnames of family groups listed by
addresses, and is a valuable auxiliary to the name file and a key to it,
being searched first in the clearing procedure.
B. Clearing Procedures
•’Clearing" is the basic process of determining through the Index
the agencies that know a given person or family. A clearing (also called
an "indexing") consists of an inquiry from an agency, a search through the
file, and a report to the inquiring agency giving the relevant information
produced by the search. The agency consults the Index by telephone or
mail, and the resulting report by return mail (or by telephone in case of
emergencies) arrives within twenty-four hours of receipt of inquiry. An
Index report is actually a photostatic copy of the Index name card showing
the exact information the Index has itself . It is the responsibility of
Laura G. Woodberry, The Modern Index System
, p. 5*
4 See Appendix V for examples of clearing inquiry and report.
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9the inquiring agency to initiate any consultation or follow-up work with
agencies listed.
In the Boston Index every inquiry from an agency concerning an
individual or family is recorded in the card file. This procedure is
called "registration". Where the clearing shows a previous registration
by another agency or agencies on the same individual or family or on a
relative, this is referred to as "identification". Anon-identified fam-
ily or individual accordingly becomes a new card in the file.
Another existing procedure is that of "cancellation". This is a
process of clearing in which an agency advises the Index to indicate on
a particular family or individual card the fact that its case record is
no longer of use. The agency has usually either destroyed the record,
has decided after careful examination that the information contained is
too meager or not useful to other agencies, or the record is otherwise
not available. The registration is not deleted as such, but is marked
"no record", thus retaining a value later on perhaps for possible re-
search purposes.
In general, the organization, methods of operation, and practices
of the Index are designed to protect the confidential nature of the rela-
tionship between persons who request social services and the agencies to
which they apply .
C. Eligibility
Fundamentally related to this aspect of confidentiality is the
accreditation of social agencies which participate in the cleariRg
5 National Committee on Social Service Exchange, op .cit
.
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service of the Index. Prior to 19^7, agencies were carefully screened by
the Director of the Index for admission to Index participation, but mem-
bership criteria were not precisely defined \intil the Social Service In-
dex Coumittee (which acts in the capacity of a "Board" for the Index) was
established by the Greater Boston Community Council in January, 19^7*
The Committee then set up tentative minimum requirements for membership,
which all new agencies requesting Index service were asked to meet. On
February 10, 19^, these criteria^ were made applicable to all agencies,
and every agency already participating was asked to re-apply for service
in order to be certified under the new requirements.
From an examination of the membership criteria, it is clear that
eligibility for use of the Index depends on a social agency having as its
primary purpose the advancement of the welfare of its clients and of the
community, being able to show that its work is socially important, and
that it is empowered to do this work and is capable of handling it. The
agency must agree to safeguard confidential information, and must be wilt-
ing to keep records which contain adequate identifyipg data, plus infor-
mation on the service requested and rendered. Membership also implies
willingness to consult with other member agencies regarding the client in
whom they are interested.
With respect to group work agencies using the Index, these member-
ship standards raise immediate questions for the present and the future,
particularly in relation to record-keeping, confidentiality, and profes-
6 See Appendix VI for eligibility criteria and Appendix VII for
application forms.
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aional competence of staff. These questions will be touched upon in
Chapter V.
D. Indirect Use
In order that no person may be deprived of the benefits to be de
rived from the use of the Index, provision has been made for any social
agency or organization which is not eligible for regular participation
in Index service, to be referred to the Information Service Depsirtment
of the Greater Boston Community Council, Information Service will make
the clearing, and will then share with the inquirer such of the informa-
tion it receives from the Index as will be of benefit to the client. In
this way, the client is helped, confidentiality is protected, and agen-
cies needing occasional use of a community resource are given satisfac-
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CHAPTER III
PHILOSOPHY OF INDEX USE BY GROUP WORK AGENCIES
A. Introduction
A search of social work literature reveals a good deal of materi-
al on social service indexes, ranging from references on organization,
operation, management and coverage, to philosophy of use by agencies.
Unfortunately, relatively little exists among the latter on the subject
of index use by group work agencies. Although there is a National Social
Service Exchange Committee sponsored by Community Chests and Councils of
America to promote good exchange and index operation through consultation
service, and to improve philosophy and practice through studies and pub-
lication of pertinent material, there has been no sustained effort to ex-
amine the relationship of the index to the field of group work.
There is no doubt that some group work agencies, particularly
settlements, have used the index almost from its earliest days. In those
pioneer times, some of the agencies gave practically undifferentiated
service and were "all things to all men," no problem, individual or other-
wise, apparently being beyond their scope. Certain services that these
agencies provided, such as well-baby clinics and other health work, nur-
sery schools, guidance, and various forms of personal services demanded
access to a central index for the very same reasons as the services of
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Many of these, being demonstration services, were turned over to
other auspices, as twentieth century social work became more specialized.
Where these and other services to people on an individual basis were con-
tinued, however, group work agencies continued to use the index. By and
large, though, it can be said that, as social work function became more
clearly delineated, group work agencies concentrated on developing highly
organized programs of social, recreational, and educational group activi-
ties without much attention to individual needs.
No statistics exist for this early period. Almost up to the
present day there is little factual evidence showing the extent of index
use by group work. The comparative absence of documentation of philoso-
phy in index literature relating to group work use indicates how meager
and uneven the use has been.
B. The Group Work Process
Whatever thinking and writing has evolved on this subject has
seemed to run parallel with the growth of the profession of group work
itself. Group work’s "debut" can probably be traced back to the year
19!S, when the field was first given national recognition at the National
Conference of Social Work as a method of social work, and when for the
first time there seemed to be a general crystallization of aims and meth-
ods in the field. There sprai^g into being then an awareness of generic
skill and common ground on the part of professional workers in settle-
ments, Y's, boys' clubs, national program agencies, and other so-called
"character-building" organizations, some of which previously had been
mutually exclusive in agency consciousness.
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The group work process was seen intrinsically as a method of de-
veloping, through leadership, the individual's personality growth and
social adjustment within a group setting, as well as a means of further-
ing socially desirable ends for groups as a whole.
The emerging concept of the group work process thus represented
a shift from "activities-centered" to "person-centered" work. Group
workers became more sensitive to individual behavior, and concomitantly
had an increased understandir^ and appreciation of the social background
of their members.
^ • The Individualized Approach
This aspect of the individualized approach is perhaps the most
important question involved in index use by group work agencies. Howeve];
because the generic concept of group work is comparatively new, agencies
vary notably today in its application, not only in different communities
and in different types of group work agencies, but also among the same
general types of agencies as well. Focus on the individual may play a
relatively large or small part in an agency's work, depending on the
agency's emphasis on and interpretation of its group work role and func-
tion. A considerable niimber of agencies seem to be chiefly interested in
activities program still, and are not particularly aware of the needs of
individual members. It follows, then, that if planning for individual
needs is not especially the concern of an agency, the procedure of mar-
shalling community resources and inter-agency cooperation, via the social
service index, in order to provide service to members in this direction,
is unnecessary.
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Roy Sorenson haa a aid that, "the use of the index depends upon
how far group work will deal individually with people."^ The extent and
degree of individualization in group work agencies may vary all the way
from the simple group leader-member relationship, where marginal inter-
views and home visits take place, to the face-to-face worker-client rela-
tionship, where actual case work interviews are conducted. In the latter
situation, certain group work agencies have employed case workers on
their staffs, either for direct case work, or for consultative service
to the rest of the staff.
The argument whether or not it is the function of group work
agencies to render case work service cannot be resolved in this study,
but authorities agree that group work agencies shoula not carry the major
responsibility for treatment in any case. The needs of the individual
being paramount, it would seem that, depending on the agency set-up, ef-
fective handling by an agency might be direct case work treatment in some
situations, straight referrals in others, incidental service in still
others, or a combination, such as joint treatment with a case work agen-
cy. The significant point here is exploration of a problem by the group
worker, and not treatment. According to the depth of the problem, the
group worker can either help the individual directly, or find someone who
can help him, which may or may not mean the withdrawal of the group work-
p
er entirely. In this process of exploration, the use of the social ser-
vice index can often be an indispensable tool.
1 Roy Sorenson, Use of the Exchange by Group Workers
, p. 1.
2 Gertrude Wilson, Group Work and Case Work, Their Relationahip
and Practice
, p. 65.
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In the last analysis, the fundamental issue involved in individu-
alization in group work is not the amount or kind of treatment which oc-
curs within the walls of the group work agency, but the awareness of in-
dividual needs and the recognition of problems, to the end that the indi-
vidual is served adequately and finally by the proper resources,
D, Value to Other Agencies
A second major consideration in the use of the index by group
workers concerns the value of such use to the community as a whole, i.e.,
to all agencies. The underlying premise of the social service index is
that of a two-way operation - an agency not only clears for information
leading to assistance with a problem, but it also stands ready to give
information or help to others, too. Since this latter can only be ful-
filled when the agency makes known through index clearing and registra-
tion that it has contact with an individual or family, it is evident that
when group work agencies make comparatively little use of the index, they
may possibly be hampering their own efforts in behalf of members.
A partial reason for the limited use of the index by group work-
ers may conceivably be the present philosophy of indexes themselves.
According to Gertrude Wilson,
. , .the social service index was set up as a case work tool and . .
, its organization, development and consequent history is pretty
largely within the framework of case work rather than that of social
work as a whole. Even today there has been little thinking devoted to
how the social service index can become of service to group work. On
the contrary, there has been instead, an effort to include group work
registration in an index set up to serve the needs of case working
agencies. ... We wonder if part of the reason back of the infre-
quency of use of the index by group work does not lie in the fact
that the index itself has not been as sufficiently aware of the needs
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and functions of group work as it has been of case work.^
Wilson takes issue with the summary of replies to a questionnaire
sent to fifty-three indexes on the subject of group work use, in which it
was stated that, "many of the ^^group wor^ agencies did not keep case
work records, so that registration would be of no value in the long run."
Her thesis is that limited case records or absence of such in a group
work agency does not preclude the value of that agency's contact with an
individual as a resource to case workers.
In her opinion, the value of registration with little or no ac-
companying records consists in the fact that the group work agency has a
contact with the individual and might be able to give helpful cooperative
service. 3he offers the suggestion that the index assist in this process
through the installation of "flagging systems" by which the type of group
work contact or service would be designated at the time of registration,
a procedure which would eliminate unnecessary contacts between agencies,
but which would still preserve the possibility of valuable cooperative
service by the group work agency when applicable.
The quality of relation which the member has with the group with
which he is identified is the all-important factor to be weighed in de-
termining whether registration should take place. For purposes of this
discussion, Wilson classifies three types of groups within a group work
5 Gertrude Wilson, Selective Use of the Social Serv ice Exchange
as a Tool in the Deve lopment of Cooperative Service of Case Workers and
Group Workers
, p. 1.
4 Luella Harlin, ^ Group Workers Clear with the Exchange? , p. 2.
See Chapter IV for a tabular summary of results of this questionnaire,
compiled by the writer.
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setting:
1. Purely recreational or educational with the focus upon the
activity.
2. Recreational-educational with some effort to plan the program
in relation to the expressed interests and needs of the mem-
ber.
5 . Member-centered groups with membership small enough for indi-
vidualization of each participant.
In regard to the first of these, where the membership is apt to
be large and the relationship between the leader and the member rather
casual, Wilson says:
The group worker working with a large recreational group would have
little factual information to give the case worker but he might be-
come an important aid in the treatment program if the case worker
knew how to use him.
.
.while little information would be available,
some insight might be gained by discovering the client's reaction to
his group work experience. If the experience seemed meaningful, a
conference between the leader and the case worker might disclose a
resource hitherto unsuspected,^
In the second situation.
While records in this type of group will not be very revealing of the
personality of the individuals, the leader will undoubtedly have con-
siderable knowledge about the members' expressed interests and their
reactions to the program content. Registration , . . would indicate
to an interested case worker that here might be a source of better
understanding of some aspects of an individual with whom he is work-
ing.6
Membership in a group of the third type, that of the member-cen-
tered program,
would be the most productive of information significant to the case
worker seeking to understand his client. Here the group worker is
5 Gertrude Wilson, Selective Use of the Social Service Exchange
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primarily interested in the use the member is making of the group
for his personal and social growth and development. The record will
reveal his attitudes and interests as they are demonstrated in his
behavior in the group activity. . . The case worker needs the bene-
fit of the reaction of the group worker to the client as he sees him
in a group situation.
'
This consideration of value to other agencies turns on several
other questions as well. One is that of 100 per cent registration ver-
sus selective registration. Total registration of group work members
does not seem essential, and would be unwise and unnecessary even in the
group work agency with a very thoroughly individualized approach. This
same question of selectivity is at present being debated even by case
work agencies. As applied to group work, it concerns not only the prac-
ticality of the time and coat factors and the ultimate benefit to other
agencies, but also the moral right of group work agencies to place the
names of their members in the file of the index.
In regard to the first question, the consensus in the literature
is that clearing by group work agencies should be selective, and that
only when an agency is in a position to render an individual service,
when it recognizes a problem, or when it has a sufficiently personal re-
lationship with a member, is index registration justified.
The moral right question revolves around whether members are con-
sidered clients or not. It is clear that the majority of group work
agency members make no request for service other than for recreational or
educational activity. Many group work agencies also serve people who are
not in the lowest economic stratum. The question is partly academic.
7 Ibid. , p. 5*
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since index use by group work is so small, but one argument is that, if
an agency accepts the group work process as its working objective, then
in common with the aims of social work as a whole, it has the responsi-
bility of utilizing every aid and resource for promoting the growth of
the individual.
There is no doubt that a large number of group work agency mem-
bers might resent being registered in the index as "social work clients".
To the extent that vital knowledge or clues to an individual problem
might be valuable in the future should the problem become critical, some
authorities say that agencies should have the obligation to record
through the index such pertinent data or connection as they have. This
is in tune with the fundamental purpose of the index in promotir^g liaison
between social agencies in a community so that all will serve people more
competently. However, the moral right issue is still an open one, and
deserves more exploration and study than could be given here.
Another question which has been raised by some group work agen-
cies is the claim that their membership represented "normal" people whose
Q
names were not to be found in the index This claim has been refuted
the evidence obtained in both special samplings of membership and regular
use of the index. This is discussed in detail in the next chapter.
Socio-economic background has a possible bearing on the incidence of so-
cial agency contacts, but in general the same evidence disclaims this toob
A fourth question relating to the consideration of value of groi;q)
work registration to other agencies pertains to professional competence
8 Gertrude Wilson, Group Work and Case Work, Their Relationship
and Practice, footnote on p, 6b.
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of group work agency etaff and the safeguarding of confidential informa-
tion. In case work the worker in the field is usually professionally
trained. In group work the group leader is more often than not a volun-
teer. Hence the issue can be legitimately raised as to the suitability
of a volunteer handling information obtained from other agencies through
the index. Professional group workers themselves have only recently be-
gun to incorporate basic understanding of individuals into their daily
practice, and there has been no uniform attempt in the field at training
of volunteers in this basic understanding as yet. Misuse of confidential
information, though the helping effort may be well-meant, is an ever-
present danger when leaders fall short of professional skill in interpre-
tation of facts and situations. There is the further factor of the gen-
eral lack of record-keeping and insufficient protection of existing re-
cords in group work agencies, both of which tend to minimize or invali-
date the usefulness of group work in the two-way process referred to
earlier.
An encouraging sign in this picture is the increasing amount of
interest in the development of working relationships between case workers
and group workers in the interest of better service to clients and mem-
bers. This interest has been expressed by the setting up of study groups
special committees, and experimental projects in which workers from both
fields of specialization have endeavored to work out methods of coopera-
tive procedures.
While perhaps more attention has been given to the referral pro-
cess in case work
- group work cooperation, nevertheless the use of the
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index by group work hae been explored indirectly, and in at least one
case work - group work project has been the actual focus of the study
The result of most of the cooperative efforts has been to point
up the value of joint treatment and concerted planning, and to establish
specific criteria for effective referrals and follow-up work, including
some description of the role of the index as it pertains to group work
agencies. The experience of case work - group work cooperation indicates
further that despite the lack of case records and the limitations of pro-
fessional staff, group work agencies can be extremely useful and valuable
in the partnership of social agencies serving individual and family needs
in the community. Use of the index by a group work agency, therefore,
appears also to be controlled by its adequacy and willingness to cooper-
ate with other agencies, as well as the previously stated considerations
of awareness of needs, recognition of problems, and extent of its indi-
vidualized approach.
E. Other Considerations
While not a philosophical aspect, a third element in the use of
the index by group workers is in relation to group programming or broad
community planning. Apart from clearing for individual needs, some group
work agencies have also cleared entire activity groups in order to uncov-
er information about the various members which would provide clues for
changing or building a more constructive program for the group involved,
or for similar groups.
9 Pasadena Council of Social Agencies, ^ Experiment in Case
Work-Croup Work Cooperation .
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Maaa clearing for reaearch and planning purpoaea haa taken place
in two waya: 1) where aingle agenciea cleared either their entire mem-
berahip, all membera of a particular department, or aome other memberahip
sampling through the indexj and 2) where community planning bodies have
cleared entire memberships or membership samplings of all the group work
agencies in a comnunity. Both usually have been for the purpose of de-
termining the proportion of memberships known to other agencies, and for
other research purposes related to neighborhood and community planning.
A number of these mass clearings will be described in the following chap-
ter. Neither the use of the index for group programming nor for plan-
ning and research has appeared to be a common practice, compared with the
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EXPERIENCE IN OTHER CITIES
A. Introduction
Because of time limitations, there has been no attempx made in
the study to collect systematically comprehensive data on the use of the
index by group work agencies elsewhere. However, in the course of the
writer’s search for general background material, several reports and
studies were found which yielded comparative data, and in addition,
through correspondence with various indexes in other cities for the pur-
pose of obtaining these reports or studies, other statistics were fur-
nished the writer which demonstrated the experience in those cities.
B. The New York Study
While many indexes have conducted evaluation studies of index use
by the whole range of agencies in their communities which used the clear-
ing service, the writer found only one instance in which group work use
was definitely examined per se.
In March, 1959 » the Research Bureau of the Welfare Council com-
pleted such a preliminary study in New York City. The study showed that
group work agencies saw little, if any, need to use the New York Exchange
in connection with that part of their work which consisted of providing
group work and recreational activities. It was, rather, in meeting needs
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services, such as clinics and personal service departments, that group
work agencies made use of the clearing service, and in this area, clear-
ing was still fairly negligible.
As an aftermath, however, a Joint Committee of the Group Work
Section and the Exchange Committee of the Welfare Council followed up the
study the next year with an experimental project to determine more spe-
cifically the value of the clearing service to group work agencies. Ten
group work agencies were asked to participate in the experiment and the
assistance of two students was secured for the field work, each working
with five agencies. The project consisted of each agency clearing a se-
lected number of members, checking with all identified agencies from the
report slips, following through with these agencies by making proper re-
ferrals, and making program adjustments as a result of information se-
cured from other agencies.^
As a consequence of recommendations of this project, the Joint
CoTonittee was able to work out by 19^2 suggested standards for the use of
the New York Exchange by group work agencies. These outlined the purpose
and value of group work Exchange use as follows;
1. For Coordination of Effort with Other Agencies
a. If the use of the Social Service Exchange by group work agen-
cies becomes sufficiently widespread, duplication of effort in
behalf of the same member among different group work agencies
would be avoided.
1 Jerome Goldsmith, ^ Experiment in the Use of the Social Ser-
vice Exchange by Five Group Work Agencies
,
and Irving Weisman, M Experi-
ment in the Use of the Social Service Exchange by Five Group Work Agen-
cies in a Metropolitan Area .
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b. By clearance, group work agencies will make known to case work
agencies that they are in a position to supply information
concerning an individual in whom both are interested.
2. For Better Understanding of the Individual Member
Through the clearance of the name of an agency member, the group
worker may obtain a knowledge of other agencies' contacts with
the member. This information, when followed up, can lead to a
better understanding of the individual, better insight into be-
havior, and a more constructive plan of helping the individual
in the group work program.
5 . As a Basis for More Constructive Program Building
Information obtained concerning one or more members of a group,
may provide clues for program building.^
The point was carefully stressed throughout the report that clear-
ing should be done on a selective basis only.
In addition to purpose and value of use, basic information was
provided on the operating procedures of the New York Exchange. A guide
was drawn up giving hints on selection of cases for clearing, record-
keeping, confidentiality, follow-up and referrals. Methods of carrying
out the suggested standards were summarized in the report as follows:
1. Appoint one staff worker to do all clearance. This might be the
personal service worker or other staff member.
2. Arrange for club leaders, full time and part time workers to be in
regular contact with staff worker who does clearance. The moat
successful method has been bi-weekly or monthly case conferences
at which workers discuss specific cases and the staff collectively
decides on clearance. This can also be done through worker and
supervisor or directly through the clearance person according to
the agency plan.
5 . Information needed for the Social Service Exchange form should be
made available to the designated person. If possible all member-
ship information should be centralized.
2 New York City Joint Committee, Standards for the Use of the
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4. After clearance, the same worker, or another worker should follow
up with the agencies listed on the Exchange clearance form. It
is desirable that all follow-up be done by one person.
5. After information is gathered, the procedure suggested in point 2
above should be utilized to transmit information to the particular
worker involved so that the information can be utilized in the
program.
6. Other periodic contacts with the agencies involved should be done
by one worker. Referral, decided upon as a result of clearance
information received, and discussion, should be done by one work-
er.^
Unfortunately, no information was available to the writer as to
the effect of the above standards on the use of the New York Exchange by
group work agencies in the intervening years. It may be theorized, how-
ever, that some progress has been made, at least in volume of use, to
judge from the 1948 statistics of group work use in New York, thirty-one
agencies making 905 clearings.
C. Clearings in Other Cities Compared with Boston
It is difficult to compare the volume of clearings from city to
city for obvious reasons. Size of population, geographical coverage,
total number of using agencies, the extent of the individualized approach
in agencies, index methods of statistical reporting, all vary. Even a
mean average of clearings per agency cannot avoid the possibility of sev-
eral large index users balancing a greater number of small users. Never-
theless, allowing for these limitations. Table 5 can serve as a rough
comparison of Boston with three other cities.
^. Ibid ., p. 9.
4 Letter to writer from New York Exchange
,
March 8, 1949.
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Cleveland^ 1947 15 1000 66.7
Pittsburgh^ 1948 11 497 1 45.1
j
New York® 1948 51 905 29.2
Boston 1948 158 14.4
Sources; a Letter to writer from Cleveland Clearing House
,
December 15, 19^. Note statistics are for 19^7*




c See Footnote 4, supra .
It may be seen from Table then, that Boston group work agen-
cies, in comparison with those in the other three cities cited (two of
which are approximately the same size as Boston), are not using the in-
dex as much. Average use for Boston agencies is roughly from 20 to 50
per cent of use in the other cities. On the other hand, to illustrate
further the unevenness of the national picture, correspondence frcxn Chi-
cago, Detroit and Providence indicates that the index is used negligibly
or not at all by group work agencies in those cities.
D . Use of the Index by Types of Group Work Agencies
As pointed out in the preceding chapter, agencies included in the
group work field may differ greatly in their application of the group
work process. Hence one may expect a considerable variance in the use of
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the index by different types of group work agencies.
A study was made by the questionnaire method in 1956 of group
work agency use by types in fifty-three indexes around the country.
Perusal of the summary of the questionnaire reveals many limitations to
an objective analysis. Neither the number of agencies of any one type
per city, nor the respective volumes of clearing was stated in the sum-
mary, merely that one type or the other cleared or did not clear, a dis-
tinction between clearing regularly and occasionally was made, but here
again no definition of degree or extent occurred. Also, some types of
group work agencies were not included in the survey. Yet the general
comparison, even though made thirteen years ago, offers an interesting
contrast in use. Table 4 shows that YW's and settlements used indexes
in the most cities, while Scouts, boys' clubs, and YM's made smaller use
comparatively.
A comparison of type use by proportionate volume of clearings can
be shown by a further breakdown of the statistics in Table 5» page 26.
The resulting summary presented in Table 5 demonstrates strikingly that
in the four cities compared, the volume of use by settlements far out-
strips use by any other type of group work agency. It must be realized
that settlements constitute the numerical majority of group work agencies
in most large cities, so they would be apt to have greatest volume of
use. Conversely, while YW's may use the index in more cities than other
types of agencies and are more wide-spread as a type than settlements,
they are usually in the numerical minority of agencies.
5 Luella Harlin, ^ Group Workers Clear with the Exchange ? , p, 1.
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CLEARING VOLUME BY TYPE OF GROUP TORK AGENCY


























Settlement house 835 83.5 291 58.6 538 59.1 9l 59.5
Young women’s
association 131 13.1 12 2.1 183.^ 20.3 30 19.0
Young men’s
association 0 .0 15 9.0 183.5“^ 20.3 0 .0
Boys’ club 0 .0 11 8.9 0 .0 1 2.5
Boy and
Girl Scouts 9 .9 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0
All others
(Total) 25 2.5 105 21.1 0 .0 30 19.0
Totals 1000 100.0 197 100.0 905 100.0 158
L
100.0
a Source; Same as Table 3»
b Statistics from New York group YW’s and YM*s together. For
tabular purposes this total was divided in half, although
most probably Yl*s made the majority of these clearings.
A significant similarity of volume for settlements in Pittsburgh,
New York and Boston (all approximately 59 per cent of total volume) can
be noted from Table 5j but this is purely coincidental, because an inspec-
tion of the settlement clearings in the three reveals that Pittsburgh’s
total represented four settlements with a mean figure of 72.7 clearings
per settlement, New York with twenty settlements had a mean of 26.9 clear-
ings per settlement, and Boston with six settlements a mean of 15.
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E. percentage of Clearings KnoTm to Other Agencies
One of the strong arguments in favor of the index is the percent-
age of identification of cases cleared. Many indexes throughout the
country report a range of between 50 and 60 per cent of all clearings
known to other agencies,” The Boston Index has an unusually high ratio
of overall identification, which has ranged from 70 - 1$ per cent during
the last five years."^ Table 6 shows the percentage of identification for
group woric clearings in Boston for 19hl and 191+8.
It is clearly evident that the percentages of identification of
Boston group work clearings con5>are very favorably with the overall ra-
tios for all types of social agencies, both locally and elsewhere.
It might well be reasoned that the chances for identification, as
illustrated from Table 6, are heavily weighted by two factors, viz.
:
1) many of the group work agencies using an index are located in under-
privileged areas, and the majority of their members wo\ild likely be known
to other agencies; and 2) the agencies would clear only their exceptional
problems, also increasing the chance for identification.
The writer has been able to gather conclusive evidence, however,
proving that, to the contrary, statistics show that at least a third or
more of the entire membership of every type of group work agency is like-
ly to be on the rolls of the index. This evidence has been provided by
the results of studies of mass index clearings of group work agency
6 From statistics at the Index.
7 Ibid.
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TABLE 6
IDENTIFICATION OF GROUP WORK CLEARINGS (CURRENT USERS)



























h$ 20 lili.U 30 20 66.7 55.6
Jewish center 29 21 72.1; 30 18 60.0 66.2
Boys ’ club 9 8 88.9 i* 3 75.0 82.0
Totals 208
\
151 72.6 138 106 67.1 69.9
TABLE 7
PER CENT OF MEMBERSHIPS IDENTIFIED AT THE PROVIDENCE EXCHANGE
BY TYPE OF AGENCY, 1935^
Type of Agency per Cent Identified^
Settlement house 66 = 79
Boys* and girls’ clubs 39 - 76
Boy and Girl Scouts 33 - 50
Young men’s and young women’s associations 33 - i;6
All others k2 - 65
a Source: Community Chests and Councils, The Providence Survey
,
a Study in Community Planning
, p. 82.
b Range of percentages found within types of agencies.
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memberships in half a dozen cities. One of the first studies of this
type was conducted in Providence during the Providence Survey of 1935
•
As part of the Survey all group work agency members were cleared. Table
7 shows the per cent of memberships known to non-group work agencies in
the Providence Exchange,
In Springfield, Illinois, a like study, though not related to a
city-wide social survey, was undertaken in 1939. All members of the
group work agencies (YM, YW, Boy and Girl Scouts) were cleared with the
Spi^ngfield Exchange. Of the total, 58.6 per cent were identified in the
Exchange. Of further significance is the fact that, of those identified,
li6 per cent or nearly half were known to three or more agencies.®
Two studies, where a representative san5)ling (every tenth member)
of all group work agency memberships was cleared, illustrate similar re-
sults. Table 8 shows the percentage of identification among Hartford
agencies in \93h, and Table 9 the same for Pasadena agencies in 19liii,
Two other examples deserve mention. In Syracuse, in 1938, all
the group work agencies operating camps (settlements, boys’ clubs, YM, Y1%
Boy and Girl Scouts) cleared their camp applicants through the Syracuse
Exchange. Of the 3298 children cleared, 52 per cent were identified.^
In 193?5 Jewish Community Center of Los Angeles cleared its
entire membership (twelve hundred) through the Los Angeles Exchange.
8 Letter to writer from Springfield Exchange
,
Novenfoer 2h, 19U8.
9 Syracuse Social Service Exchange Committee, Analysis of Central
Camping File Operated by Social Service Exchange, p. h.
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TABLE 8
PER CENT OF MEMBERSHIPS (10^ SAMPLING)
IDENTIFIED AT THE HARTFORD EXCHANGE BY TYPE OF AGENCY, 193^1
Type of Agency Per Cent Identified
Neighborhood agency^ 86.3
Young men’s and
young women’s associations hi.
3
Boy and Girl Scouts 38.5
All agencies 63.1
a Source: Community Chests and Councils,
The Hartford Survey, p. liO.
b Settlements and boys’ 'clubs
.
TABLE 9
PER CENT OF MEMBERSHIPS (10$ SAMPLING)
IDENTIFIED AT IHE PASADENA EXCHANGE BY TYPE OF AGENCY, 19Ui^





Boy and Girl Scouts 30-32
All others 66-78
a Source: Pasadena Council of Social Agencies, An Experiment
in Case Work-Group Work Cooperation
, p* lit
b Range of percentages found within types of agencies.
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Eighty-seven per cent were found to be known to other agencies.^*^
The writer is fully aware of the fact that many of these identi-
fications described above may have been due to the depression which
gripped the country for a decade or so back in the ’30 ’s. It is entirely
possible that the identifications do not represent families who would
have been in contact with social agencies for any health and welfare
reason other than relief, either before or since the depression. Further
e:q5loration of this area would be necessary in order to clear up this
point.
Nevertheless, the foregoing evidence on identification seems, on
the surface at least, to refute the claim mentioned in the previous chap-
ter by some group work agencies that their membership represented people
whose names were not to be found in the file of the index, and also to
answer the theoretical arguments that only exceptional cases and socio-
economic background determine the percentage of identification.
It is obviously in^ossible to generalize and draw conclusions
Tidiich Yfill apply to every group work agency on the basis of the above
figures. However, the evidence given appears to be representative enough
to indicate that a wealth of information on group work agency members
does exist in the files of other agencies.
I
F. Other Types of Central Filing Systems Used by Group Woik Agencies
In reviewing the literature the writer came across several in-
i
stances of community registration processes for group work agencies
10 Rabbi Jehudah M. Cohen, Report on a Project to Determine the
Value of Clearing with the Social Service Exchange by a Group Vfork
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either outside of the index or as separate functions of the index. These
separate registrations were performed to discover duplication, to analyze
constituency and constituency trends, or for other community study pur-
poses and research. Some of these were originally planned to be continu-
ous operations from year to year, others were single collections of data.
At the present time, none of the registration systems is on-going.
Madison, Wisconsin, for a period of eleven years (1931-19iil),
maintained a continuous Juvenile Exchange. The purpose of the Juvenile
Exchange was to offer to group work agencies, both public and private,
the same form of service as furnished to case work agencies by the Madi-
son Social Service Exchange, to provide information which would enable
group work agencies to plan more adequately a preventive program for mem-
bers, and to coordinate the work of character-building agencies with
11
child-caring and preventive agencies. Every group work agency member
in the city was listed in this Juvenile Exchange, Arrangement was made
for a cross-checking with the social Service Exchange, so that when a
Juvenile Exchange name happened to be cleared with the Social Service Ex-
change, the group work agency involved was notified, in case it wished to
give special attention to the individual, or to initiate joint planning.
No estimate is available as to the value of this service to Madi-
son agencies in the matter of either individualized work or inter-agency
12
cooperation. Records of the Juvenile Exchange indicate merely that the
11 From records of the Juvenile Exchange through correspondence
with Madison Social Service Exchange, February 2$, 19i;9,
12 Ibid.
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data was useful for analyzing duplication of memberships and activities
among group work agencies, turn-over of members, coverage of the child
population and other constituency factors. It is interesting to note
that in 19iil, the last year of the Exchange, the duplication among group
work memberships was only 8 per cent.
Reference is made in the literature to a continuous recreational
index formerly operated in Flint, Michigan. The writer was unable to
locate any infomation on this.
During the summer of 1938, the Syracuse Social Service Exchange
operated a central canping file to take registration for all agencies af-
fording camping to children. The project was undertaken on an ei^erimen-
tal basis in order to discover duplication, supplementation, and the
amount of dependency to be found among the families of campers.
The extent of duplication was found to be only 1 per cent (thirty-
five children) of the total file. The agencies were notified in these
cases and in most instances held conferences to work out best plans. Of
children within the same family group, 3 per cent were filed by different
agencies. The amount of dependency, or contact with other agencies, has
previously been mentioned in this chapter.
Central files of group work agency members have also been com-
piled during numerous city-wide social surveys or community studies.
These collections of data have served chiefly to indicate duplication and
overlapping. In many of the communities, a surprisingly small amount of
13 Roy Sorenson, Use of the Exchange by Group Workers, p, 2,
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duplication of membership has existed among group woik agencies. Four
examples can be cited here - the overall percentages of individuals ac-
tive or registered in more than one agency in these communities were: in
Providence, only 5 per cent; in Springfield, Massachusetts, 8 per cent;
in Ann Arbor, 9 per cent; and in Cleveland, 11.1+ per cent.^^ These low
figures are somewhat more impressive when one takes into account the
"duplications” of national program agencies, such as Scouts, itiich, in
many cases, are not actual duplications of service, since the latter's
program is non-building centered and may often be carried out in another
group work setting.
The small amounts of duplication shown in the foregoing systems
of central accounting raise the question as to their efficacy for group
work agencies for this purpose alone. The recent increasing inability of
community chests in many cities to provide even minimum agency budgets
due to chest campaigns falling short would seem to demonstrate that sepa-
rate files to check duplication should not be established at the present
time, and even if adequate money were forthcoming, would probably be
wasteful and time-consuming.
Enough evidence has been found above to intimate that the social
service index is not the complete answer to the needs of the community
for a central device in broad social planning. Further attention to this
lli Community Chests and Councils, The Providence Survey, p. 82,
The Springfield Survey, p. 17, and The ^ Arbor Survey, p. "56. Welfare
Federation of Cleveland, Central Area Social Study, p. 89.
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topic is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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15 For an interesting accoiint of the relationship of the social
service index to the charting of "social breakdowi" and to social re-
































GROUP WORK AGENCIES USING THE BOSTON SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX
A. Introduction
The eleven group work agencies currently using the Boston Index
were interviewed by the writer to secure information regarding policies
and procedures in force for Index use, as well as general information re-
lating to program and services. Where possible, the person in charge of
supervising individualized work or of the clearing process in the agency
was interviewed. Otherwise the executive or next ranking staff member
was conferred with.
Table 1, page shows the distribution by type of using agency.
B. Service Data
1. Kinds of Service
In eliciting service data, it was relatively easy to break down
program and services into differentiated categories, but because of obvi-
ous limitations of observation, etc., it was difficult to ascertain de-
gree and extent. Hence the summary below in Table 10 represents the
opinions of the agencies essentially. Some of the categories include
both formal and informal programs, and in no case can the amount of indi-
vidualized work be apparent from the data. For example, all of the agen-
cies considered that their staff offered general personal service to mem-
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TABLE 10
TYPE AND FREQUENCY OF PROGRAM AND SERVICES PROVIDED
BY THE AGENCIES USING THE INDEX
No. Agencies Per Cent Agencies











General personal service 11 100.0
Vocational and educational guidance 10 90.9
Neighborhood visiting 8 72.7
Direct case work 5
Financial service
(credit \mion, etc.) 3 27.3
Medical service (including dental) 2 18.2
Miscellaneous Program or Services
Community organization 11 100.0
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I neighborhood visiting, and ten did vocational and educational guidance.
Of the ten agencies Just referred to, only three had a formalized guid-
ance department.
Since there was no opportunity to observe group program in action,
any evaluation of the individualized approach as reflected in the group
work process was impossible.
2. Membership Served
With the exception of one large community-wide agency which
stated a membership of fifty-seven thousand, the range of number of mem-
bers served was from three hundred to three thousand, with fifteen hun-
dred being the median fig\u*e. Nine agencies served both males and fe-
males, and two, males only. Age range varied somewhat. The two agencies
serving males only had ranges of from six to twenty-one and eight to
eighteen, respectively. Of the others, all served the range from six to
middle age adults, with six agencies serving pre-school children and five
agencies aged people additionally.
This data thus shows that the bulk of the agencies (81.8 per cent)
using the Index served both sexes and the age range from younger children
to middle age, with a high proportion of agencies also dealing with pre-
school children and aged persons. The evidence presupposes a wide array
of contacts with people, and possible relationships with familial groups
in many cases.
In a limited study of this kind, it was impossible to gauge the
socio-economic background of the memberships adequately, but as a partial
clue to this, a sia5>le family income scale was used as a single criteri-
, I r- XRnolt£i>rjv bii^ noX ,ar..f,.ti«iv bocr^x-Td/f^sn
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on.^ According to this scale, the majority of the memberships, in the
case of six agencies, fell into the family income range of |2000-2li99, in
the case of three other agencies, in the range of $2^00-3500, in one agen-
cy, under $2000, and in one agency, over $3500.
C. Correlation of Service and Membership Factors mth Index Use
In an attempt to see #iether use of the Index depended on the
factors of kinds of service and membership, the breakdown of actual use
in 19i;7 and 19ii8 by the eleven agencies was compared vdth elements of
those factors.
TABLE 11
CLEARINGS BY GROUP WORK AGENCIES CURRENTLY




191^7 19i;8 Two Year Totals
Agency A Jewish center 2li 0 2li
Agency B Boys ’ club 6 0 6
Agency C Settlement house 1 0 1
Agency D Settlement house 23 37 6o
Agency E Settlement house 2 1 3
Agency F Settlement house 0 2 2
Agency G Settlement house h h 8
Agency H Boys’ club 3 h 7
Agency I Settlement house 95 50 lh5
Agency J Jewish center 5 30 35
Agency K Young TNomen's association 30 75
Totals : Eleven agencies 208 158 366
Table 11 shows one or two sharp variations in use between the two
years, but in general the clearing statistics are proportionately compar-
1 Family income group guide used by Boston Housing Authority
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A scanning of size of membership as a possible factor reveals
that Agency K, iwhich reported number of members served far in excess of ^
the range of the other ten, is a smaller user than Agency I, i(rfiich had a
membership of three thousand. Agency F had the same size membership as i
1
Agency J, but in comparison used the Index negligibly. Agencies D and I
also had the same total membership but use differed by more than 100 per
cent. Thus, while the case load (the "membership”) of a case work agency
1
1
may be a rough guide for comparative use of the Index in that field, as
far as local grot^ work agencies are concerned, there is no correlation
between number of members and Index use.
Sex and age range of members served also appear to be factors at
first glance, for the assumption might be made that boys’ clubs, for ex-
ample, dealing as they do with one sex and a limited age range, would not
^ be in contact with social and family problems as much as other aigencies.
This is not borne out, however, by Table 11, which shows a smaller use foi
1
at least two settlements (Agencies E and F) in contrast to the two boys’
clubs, where general size of membership was the same (or even larger, in
the case of one settlement).
^
In Chapter III, socio-economic background of members was mentionec1
,
as a possible factor in Index use. With reference to family income as one
! component of socio-economic background, the study data shows that in 19h7t
^Agency A, with the majority of its members in the income group over $3500
i
and which had approximately the same size membership as Agency B, used the 1
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group under $2000. As further evidence, the three agencies (D, J and K)
whose memberships were mostly in the income group from $2500-3500 were
among the four heaviest giroup work users of the Index. Accordingly,
local group work use does not seem -bo be governed by the economic situa-
tion of agency members, although economic situation is undoubtedly a con-
tributing factor to social breakdown in urban areas, and therefore is a
predisposing cause for social agency contacts.
Turning to program and services next, it is evident that pro'vi-
sion of group services per se must have to be dispensed with as a factor
in local Index use, because of lack of information on the extent of indi-
vidualization in the group work program. As for services to individuals,
a first examina-tion of the figures in Table 10 discloses the fact that
five agencies offer direct case work (Agencies B, C, H, I, and K). Even
allowing for the fact that several agencies employ only part time case
workers, does not eijqplain the wide variance in clearing volume for these
agencies. Agencies B, C and H among them had a total of only fourteen
clearings in two years, as contrasted with Agencies I and K who had a
joint total of 220 clearings. Furthermore, some of the agencies without
staff case workers had a greater clearing -volume than the first three
above.
In relation to the mere fact of being provided, none of the other
types of services
-to indi-vi duals lent themselves as possible criteria for
Index use. As one example, of the three agencies who had formal vocation^-
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To summarize, it is plain that the data collected on kinds of
service and membership did not furnish any evaluative material which couM
be correlated with use of the Index by the group work agencies concerned.
Reasons for the apparently uneven use are no doubt to be found in the
realm of agency policy and objectives, and in the further determination
of the extent of individualization in program and services. The first of
these will be touched upon later in the chapter. Both topics, for thor-
ough and objective analysis, desejrve more specialized study than could be
given in this thesis,
D. Length of Time Agencies Have Used the Index and Extent of I>revious Use
The length of time that agencies had used the Index varied from
three years to over forty. The median figure was over fifteen and under
twenty years. Three agencies mentioned that they had begun to use the
Index during the depression (this tallies with the median figure). One
agency stated that because of present turn-over of staff and lack of
suitable information, length of time of Index use was unknown. Uneven-
ness of use was pointed up again by the three agencies which had cleared
for over forty years (Agencies C, E and I). At present Agency I is the
largest group work user, and Agencies C and E among the smallest three,
so that contact with and knowledge of the Index over a long period of
time apparently bear no relation to present clearing volume.
Six agencies stated that they cleared less now than in previous
years (two mentioning a fairly large use in depression years). Three
agencies definitely cleared more now than previously, one agency was a
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noteworthy that the last five agencies all commented that they planned to
use the Index more in the future. Because the Boston Index does not have
detailed statistics of use before 19ii6, it was not possible to get corro-
borative information on past history from this source beyond that date.
E. Types of Problens Cleared
The agencies were asked to enumerate the types of problems,
either individual or family, for which clearings through the Index were
made. A grouping of the problems mentioned is displayed in Table 12.
The three largest problem areas are seen to be behavior-emotion-
al, economic, and protective. The single problems mentioned most were
aggressiveness, withdrawal, fee subsidy or arrangement for nursery or
camp, family or individual economic need, and parental neglect.
It was not possible to discover the proportionate volume of types
of problems as reflected in Index use. Agency K, which maintains a resi-
dence for members, did indicate that 75 per cent of its clearings origi-
nated there, particularly problems of runaways, transients and economic
need. The sanpling of clearings, an account of which follows in the next
chapter, will offer a few clues to the relative incidence of problems in
several agencies.
F. Value of Clearing with the Index
Each using agency gave four or five reasons why they thought the
Index was valuable to them. A classification of these reasons is pre-
sented below in Table 13.
One agency further commented that clearing with the Index gave a
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sions. Another stated that it did not see how an agency that did indi-
vidualized work could get along without the Index.
TABLE 13
REASONS im INDEX IS VALUABLE AS EXPRESSED BY USING AGENCIES
No. Times
Mentioned
In revealing suspected or concealed problems
of members 11
For better understanding of members 10
As a tool in making proper referrals 8
For amplifying details or supplementary
information in programming 8
As a time saver 7
Invaluable udioi needed 6
Helps to decide when to withdraw from a case 1
To avoid duplication of effort 1
It is interesting to note that in the answers to the question on
types of problems cleared some general statements were also included indi-
cating value or usefulness of the Index. Two agencies said that they
cleared in situations •»\hich appeared to be too complicated for them to
help with without further exploration. A third agency (the largest user)
gave three additional reasons: 1) to help understand the background of
families with which individualized woric was done; 2) to indicate to other
agencies that case records existed; and 3) in the training of field work
students. All three agencies furnishing these statements had staff case
workers.
The principal reasons why the Index is valuable to local group
work agencies, then, are not too different basically from those in the
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case work field. They may be stated briefly: 1) as a way of getting
from other agencies background or supplementary information on individu-
als they are interested in, for use in either individualized work or
group programming* and 2) as an essential factor in referral and inter-
agency cooperation.
G. Factors Limiting Agency Use of the Index
There are practical as well as philosophical factors limiting the
use of the Index by group work agencies. Table ll; shows that practical
determinants outweigh philosophical considerations in the local agency
picture. Inadequate budgets and insufficient numbers of specially
trained staff loom as the basic obstacles to Index use, regardless of how
much a group work agency desires or is oriented to do in the way of indi-
vidualized work.
TABLE m






Staff load or pressure of work 8 72.7
Staff qualifications and training 6 51i.5
ReCO rd-keeping 5
Agency function and objectives 5 ii5.5
Lack of secretarial help 36.1;
The agencies generally agreed that pressure of work on staff and
lack of qualified or trained personnel were the greatest factors restrict-
ing Index use. "Need for time to do more individualized work," "Need
for a case worker on the staff," "Use of the Index is directly propor-
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tional to the amount of qualified staff we have in our agency," were some
of the comments expressed. Tied in with this was a feeling of a general
lack of record-keeping and secretarial help to assist with records. The
prevalence of group work staff without graduate training was mentioned as
a deterrent to keeping both group and individual records. Even where
there was trained group work staff, or t&iere case workers were employed,
record-keeping was hampered by lack of special secretarial help. Several
agencies said that if more trained staff were available, more problems of
members could be uncovered.
In the area of agency function and objectives, two agencies
stated that Index use was limited because most of their relationships
with people did not necessitate the type of information to be derived
from the Index, and that clearing was used as a last resort. A third
agency stated that its primary function was recreational and educational,
this naturally restricting Index use. Another agency intimated that it
did not clear as much as other agencies because of the age range and eco-
nomic level of its members, while a fifth said that it was going thix)ugh
a transition period in its philosophy and objectives, and that when this
was resolved, there would be more likelihood of the agency clearing again,
A hopeful trend of thought for the future for expanded Index use
existed among the majority of the agencies. Several signified that their
group work staff was acquiring professional education, and others that
an attempt was being made to keep more and better records. Two agencies
had recently added additional case workers to their staff. In general,
there seemed to be a growing awareness of the Index as a tool in referral
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and of the necessity of providing the -wherewithal, either in staff or
o-ther resources, to implement its use.
H. Staff Members Clearing
Of interest in analyzing Index use by local group woric agencies
are the s-taff members -«ho clear in each agency. The number of staff mak-
ing clearings varied from one to twelve, with the median number being
two. Volume of use in some cases roughly reflected -the number of staff
clearing; for example, Agencies I and K, with tw^elve and four "clearers”
respectively, were the largest users. Hovfever, Agency A with one "clear-
er” and a two year -total of twenty-four clearings, and Agency G, with
five "cleaners" and a total of but eight for the same period, indicate
that a generalization cannot be made. The fact -that Agencies I and K had
largely non-group work staff making clearings may be significant here as
contrasted -with Agency G "s^ich had five group -workers clearing and rela-
tively little Index use. Table 15 illustrates the number and type of
clearing staff compared -»d-th volume of clearing.
In regard to professional competence of staff, the eligibility
criteria recently set up by the Boston Social Service Index Committee
pose an immediate question as to the eligibility of group work staff cur-
rently using the Index. These criteria specifically state as minimum re-
quirements that an agency’s case work program should be in charge of a
qualified social worker. Minimum standards for "qualified social worker"
are three years of experience in social work in a qualified public or
private agency, or college education and one year in an accredited school
of social work. In an agency which does not have a case work program, the
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COMPARISON OF TWO YEAR CLEARINGS OF USING AGENCIES





















Agency A 2h 1
1
0 I 0
Agency B 6 2 0 1 1
Agency C 1 1 0 0 1
Agency B 60 2 2 0 0
Agency E 3 2 1 1 ' 0
Agency F 2 1 0 0 1
Agency G 8 5 5 0 0
Agency H
j
7 1 0 1 . 0
!





Agency J 35 3 3 0 0
Agency K ! 75
f
h 0 2® 1 2
!
Totals 366 3h 15
1
5
a Includes 1 clinical psychologist, 2 neighborhood visitors, and
2 guidance woricers.
b Includes 7 field work students doing supervised case work, 5
of Thom are on a "generic” placement at the agency, and who do
group work as wd.1.
c Includes 1 field work student doing supervised case work.
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person in charge of the department using the Index should be eligible to
2
belong to the professional organization in that field.
From the schedule data, all eleven agencies, on the basis of so-
cial TOrk education and training of top clearing personnel, meet these
minlTrum standards, either as applied to a program of case ivork or non-
case work respectively. All case workers in the agencies had school of
social work training and/or master's degrees in social work. The group
Tork "clearers" at the sub-executive and executive levels (in two agen-
cies executives cleared) were all eligible, by virtue of experience and
training, for membership in the American Association of Group Workers,
with four having one year or better of graduate social work education.
The crux of the problem in this situation is whether top clearing
personnel actually supervise the entire clearing procedure for their agen-
cy or not. In answer to this question, six agencies replied that a desig-
nated person on the staff had overall supervision for the clearing pro-
cedure. The remaining five agencies (among them Agency I, the largest
user) had no staff member so designated. Of the two agencies which had
both case workers and group workers clearing, in only one agency did the
former supervise the process. It seems logical to e3q>ect now, with agen-
cies having to re-apply for Index use under the Index reorganization plan,
that they will necessarily have to assume this supervisory responsibility,
along with re-examining all clearing policies and procedures. The latter
will be discussed in the next section.
2 See Appendix VI for eligibility criteria.
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I, General Policies and Procedures Followed in Clearing
Eight agencies stated that they had no overall policy in using
the Index, None of the three agencies who replied affirmatively had a
vfritten policy. No agency made a planned effort to acquaint new staff
people specifically with Index use. Three agencies mentioned that they
had very small staffs and this procedure was unnecessary. Two said that
with new staff members the Index would probably be referred to indirectly
T"dien discussing community resources or in a description of duties. A
fifth agency (Agency I) usually mentioned the Index briefly during the
orientation week for new field work students, while a sixth brought up
the matter only when an actual problem with an individual arose in a new
person’s work. Another replied that decision to use the Index was always
made at staff meetings, and that any interpretation of the Index would
occur there.
staff, in the remaining two by clerical persons. The report slips (photo-
stats) from the Index were placed in case folders in nine agencies, and
in special office files by two. In one agency, the slips were destroyed
after pertinent information had been taken off. provisions for safe-
guarding report slips were as follows (some agencies using more than one
method): locked file, five agencies; locked drawer, two; unlocked file
or drawer but in special locked office, six. One agency maintained the
doubtful practice of having report slips (and case records) kept in staff
members’ rooms at the staff residence.
At nine agencies clearing slips were made out by the clearing
Seven of the agencies described occasionally clearing at the time
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of an individual’s first contact with the agency. In four instances,
agencies cleared either new children applying for camp or camp cases in-
volving subsidy. Four agencies cleared ’’exceptional” cases of new mem-
bers, where problems were easily apparent or suspected. This included
the agency which registered suspected runaways in connection with its
residence for members. One agency cleared all its nursery school appli-
cants, and another cleared individuals who had asked the agency to assist
them in getting part time jobs, upon joining the vocational classes at
the agency.
Only one agency was currently indexing on a routine basis for any
of its departments, and this was the agency Trtiich cleared nursery intake
above. A second agency, with a large summer camp, described having
cleared its entire roster of caiip applicants (over five hundred) in 19hS,
for the purpose of discovering duplication with other camps and for sub-
sidy determination, but had discontinued this procedure since.
None of the eleven agencies had ever cleared a particular group
as a whole, such as a club group. One agency mentioned clearing current-
ly for research purposes, in connection with the training of graduate
field work students, and also having cleared from time to time in the
last fifteen years entire portions of the membership (such as the boys’
department), in order to analyze constituency trends.
In regard to the cancellation procedure, none of the agencies
practiced this. Two agencies (I and K, both with case work staff), occa-
sionally re-registered cases, re-registration being the process of clear-
ing an individual or family which had been registered with the Index by
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the agency at a previous time. Again, none of the agencies had ever sent
in additional information or corrected identifying data on a case (change
of address, re-marriage, etc.)
liVhile several agencies had consulted case work agencies from time
to time on problems, none had made clearings in addition to regular use
through the consultant agency.
In relation to agencies re-examining their clearing policies and
procedures, as far as the new eligibility criteria pertain, specific men-
tion is made only that agencies should supply adequate identifying data
for Index files, have an office where records are kept and safeguarded,
and provide sufficient protection of the confidential nature of their re-
3
cords, The local agencies appear to be meeting these requirements fair-
ly well now. Nearly all have professional staff making out clearing
' slips, thus insuring the best potential resource for identifying data,
provided staff are aware of the necessity of full information. Almost
all seem to have adequate provision for safeguarding information also,
with the exception of the agency where case records are kept in the staff
residence. Reference will be made in the next section to protection of
the confidential nature of information, as applied to post-clearing pro-
cedures.
While the Boston Index does not have a handbook for using agencies
(one is in preparation), there are some clearing policies and procedures,
accepted practice for which would no doubt be outlined in a guide of this
sort. Deviation from these would not bar an agency’s participation in
3 Ibid.
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the Index necessarily, but efficient operation of an agency and of the
cooperative principle of the Index w>uld seem to depend directly on ad-
herence to such desirable practices. Included in these wo\ild be having
a definite written policy at each agency regarding Index use, planned in-
doctrination of new staff members to the Index, and attention to cancel-
lation, re-registration, and additional information procedures.
The question whether Index clearing should be discussed with the
client or not has been debated often among case work agencies. Some case
workers believe that they would feel more comfortable about using the in-
dex if it were done with the client’s permission.^ The eleven group work
agencies in the study were asked ’vdiether members knew their names were
being cleared. None replied in the affirmative. Several agencies felt
that there was no necessity for it because of clearing so few cases,
others that for the specific reasons cleared, there was no special point
to it. Two agencies had not given this matter any thought. A third
agency stated that since it had no opportunity to interpret the index,
many members who were cleared would imdoubtedly be disturbed if told
about it. Two other agencies felt that, in their opinion, clearing with-
out discussing it with individuals was unquestionably an invasion of pri-
vacy philosophically. However, they saw no easy way of interpretation,
so merely mentioned to members that it might be necessary to get addi-
tional information or to contact other agencies in order to help them.
Case work agencies which have tried discussing this with clients
Beatrice R. Simcox, ”The Social Service Exchange,” Journal of
Social Case Work, 28:393> December, 19U7.
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have usually given it up, finding it of doubtful value and more confusing
than helpful. The opinion of one authority in the case woiit field is
that this practice is not desirable, as in most cases the client W3Vild be
expected to decide about a technical professional instrument which he did
not understand, and about which it would be natural for him to have great
anxiety.^
J. Post-Clearing Policies and Procedures
1. General Follow-up Methods
For the most part, any social agency clearing a case with the In-
dex will deal with it in three possible ways: 1) direct or indirect work
with the individual or family at the agency; 2) con^lete referral to an-
other agency or agencies, or joint treatment; or 3) no follow-up at all.
This applies to group work agencies as well. In the present study, as
mentioned before, it was not possible to determine the degree of direct
or indirect work, or the extent of referral or joint treatment. The suc-
ceeding account represents a summary of descriptive replies from the
agencies interviewed, covering their general follow-up methods.
In choosing agencies identified on the clearings for follow-up,
all eleven agencies were selective in choice, picking the agencies by
pertinency and recency of Index registration, rather than contacting all
agencies on the report slip or all of a certain type.
No one medium of follow-up was used exclusively by any of the
local agencies. Ten agencies used telephone contacts, eight wrote
5 Ibid ., p. 393.
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letters, and seven made visits to other agencies. Three agencies re-
quested summary reports on cases in their letters, one agency, in partic-
ular, on contacts that were ”old" listings. Fom letters were not used
in any instance. Several agencies mentioned that visits were made only
TBiien records of other agencies were to be read. Six agencies stated that
telephoning was the preferable method of contact, three of these comment-
ing that it was the most practical, was time saving, or that it was
’•enough for agency purposes”. Two agencies preferred letter writing, and
two visiting, although one agency in each of these categories stated that
the telephone was more expedient.
Supplementary information was obtained in two ways, in addition
to telephone consultation and summary reports received: six agencies
read full case records at other agencies, depending on the particular
agency^ or the nature of the case; four agencies used the case conference
method, either at their own office or at the contacted agency’s. Case
conferences also depended on the nature of the case, and, in some situa-
tions, on whether contact agencies were nearby or not. One agency had a
policy of getting the individual’s permission before any supplementary
information was procured.
In Chapter III, the danger of possible misuse of confidential in-
formation by both experienced and inexperienced staff was discussed. The
agencies were asked their procedure in giving out information derived as
6 Some case work agencies maintain a policy of not allowing re-
cords to be read by other agencies, a statutory rule in some public agen-
cies.
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ja result of a clearing to different types of group vrork or other staff at
the agency. In two agencies, the case worker irfio cleared carried the en-
tire case, and did not release any information. In relation to full time
staff, seven of the other agencies gave full information to other staff
members, either at individual conferences with the clearing worker, at
staff meetings, or by furnishing case records to be read. In the remain-
ing two agencies selected information only was passed on to regular staf^
depending on the department involved (with the agency concerned about
runaways it was to the residence staff), and the maturity, understanding
and experience of the particular staff members.
In regard to graduate field work students, the situation was near-
ly identical, with seven agencies giving full information via the same
methods to field workers, and one agency supplying selected information.
Two agencies gave full information to part time staff, but these
were to medical and guidance staff respectively. The remaining seven
agencies released selected information only to part time staff, where
necessary in the development of the case and Tnhere the same qualifica-
tions of maturity, understanding and experience warranted it.
Wilh volunteer workers, none of the agencies gave out full infor-
mation. Three agencies released none at all, and six supplied carefully
chosen data only to those volunteers who had amply demonstrated the capa-
cities previously referred to.
To sum up these general follow-up methods, local group woric agen-
cies exhibit good practice, as exemplified in the case work field, in
their selective choice of identified agencies for follow-up, by pertinency
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and date of registration. While telephoning seems to be the most fre-
quent and preferable way of contacting other agencies, it must be remem-
bered that, in spite of its speed, a telephone contact may be hurried,
superficial, and misinterpreted. Correspondence and case conferences
make for a more thoughtful approach to problems.
Procedures for passing on confidential information in the agen-
cies cannot be evaluated without more detailed study. The agencies seem
to be well aware of the hazards involved in misinterpretation of confi-
dential facts and situations, and the subsequent inaccurate conclusions
which can often arise, to the detriment of the case, the program, and the
agency.
2. Direct and Indirect Work at the Agency
Agencies used clearing reports and information derived from fol-
low-up in four manners in working with the individual at the agency:
1) group programning for the individual concerned; 2) infonral counseling
3) vocational or educational guidance; and It) direct case work.
In analyzing answers to the schedule questions, it was difficult
to separate out efforts in program adjustment from the other categories.
Some agencies used all of the methods simultaneously.
Six agencies mentioned that clearing information was utilized to
shift members to more suitable group activities, and three stated that it
was also employed to provide new program or change of program emphasis
within the existing group. One of these agencies paid special attention
to health problems discovered, changing group participation accordingly.
Another agency described holding staff conferences of all group
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leaders y4io were in contact with the individual in question in group ac-
tivities, in order to assist thou in helping the individual's adjustment
in their various groups. A third agency said that follow-up information
plus case work at the agency was used as a clue to initial placement in
group activities. One agency expressed the consensus fairly well in its
statement that, "knotving the background of a monber gives a different
twist to the member's picture in agency activities."
Four agencies considered that clearing information was used in
informal counseling especially. The types of counseling could not be
summarized from the answers to this question, and seemed to vary all the
way from marginal inteiTviews'^ to planned contacts just short of the face-
to-face worker-client relationship. Settlements in particular felt that
there was a clear distinction between informal counseling, or personal
service as it is termed in most instances, and direct case work. Person-
al service, in one of these agencies, was regarded as part of every staff
worker's job, from the executive down.
The three agencies which had formal guidance departments made use
of clearing information as background material for vocational or educa-
tional guidance, with one additionally commenting that such information
often served to indicate whether testing service should be given or not.
The five agencies offering direct case work all used clearing and
follow-up information as general background in treatment to provide added
7 Marginal interviews are those casual talks between a group
leader or other staff member and an individual occuring just before or
after group meetings.
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facts, a better overall picture of the individual, and further insight
into the problem. Of these, two agencies did medical social work only,
3, Referrals aind Joint Treatment
Ten of the eleven agencies followed up clearings with referrals
and/or joint treatment. The remaining agency (Agency A, which did not
clear in 19hQ) stated that it cleared camp cases only and used informa-
tion for its own individualized work. All ten agencies making referrals
following clearings said that these were made only by staff "vdio had done
the cleauring.
As in the case of direct and indirect work in the previous sec-
tion, it was hard to make a sharp distinction on the basis of the data
collected between complete referrals and joint treatment. In all in-
stances it appeared that referrals where made were follow-ups of problems
largely beyond the resources of the clearing agency.
Nine agencies specifically mentioned some kind of supportive work
in joint treatment with other agencies. Supportive work by the group
work agencies was defined variously as adjustment in programming, inter-
gpretation of referral agencies^ to members to get them to accept case
work treatment, attention to "socializing” problems of a member while the
case work agency worked with "personal" problems, or a particular type of
case work treatment differing from that of the referral agency. The agen-
cies generally aigreed that, in joint planning, they tried to work out to-
gether with the referral agencies their respective roles and responsibil-
8 The term "referral agency" as used here and in succeeding in-
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ities, or to plan treatment in specific areas.
A frequent use of progress reports both ways was reported in two
agencies, and of case conferences in two others. A fifth agency stated
that because a case worker was shared with a neighboring family service
agency, a close tie-up existed vrith that agency, and referrals and joint
treatment were therefore more casual and informal. Another agency said
that, in its opinion, the greatest proportion of clearings was found to
be ’•closed” cases of other agencies, and that hence it spent most of its
follow-up time working with the pertinent agency to open the case again.
One of the major premises of the index as a social work tool is
the fact that in addition to using the index as a lead to information
elsewhere, agencies register themselves as a source of information, too.
Yet only two agencies (I and K - the largest users) specified that occa-
sionally other agencies contacted ihem as a result of an Index registra-
tion being made known to the latter through their clearing the same case
later. In these situations, the same kind of joint planning as above was
effected.
However, this distinction is partially misleading, because, in
the process of taking the initiative for follow-i^ work, all of the agen-
cies in the study who made referrals undoubtedly shared all the informa-
tion they had. This ostensible disuse of the two-way process may perhaps
be explained by the prevalent lack of knowledge among case work agencies
that groi^ work agencies do clear with the index and have potentially
valuable information to share or member contacts that can be used sup-
portively.
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The writer made an attempt to gauge the proportion of agency re-
ferrals made without using the Index, as estimated by the agencies. One
agency, as previously stated, made all its referrals without using the
Index. Eight agencies made "nearly all" without clearing, and the two
ottiers made about one-half and one-quarter respectively, of all referrals
without indexing. Two agencies commented, that, being settlements, they
"knew" families well enough not to need the Index too often in referral.
The whole question of the referral process and joint treatment
obviously cannot be pursued here, but the findings above and current ex-
perience in local case work - grou^ work cooperation suggest that further
exploration is necessary in order to work out carefully a more universal
approach to and understanding of these processes,
li. Absence of Follow-up
Little or no evidence was tendered as to the proportion of clear-
ings for which there was no follow-up. One agency mentioned that in its
use of the Index for training of field work students cases would occa-
sionally be "dropped" after clearing by the students, when suspected
problems were not verified. It seems logical to assume, however, that
the other using agencies drop cases occasionally also, when suspected or
concealed problems are not discovered, ishen a clearing is not identified
and no further delineation of the problem is indicated, or when amplify-
ing details contributing to better understanding of members for program-
ming purposes are not forthcoming. Certainly, in the case of the agency
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A decision in these cases would depend on the nature of each
situation. In cases where a complicated or acute personal or social
problem undeniably exists, and exploration of the problem is definitely
beyond the ability of the gror^j work agency, the agency should recognize
a responsibility to refer it to a case work agency for such exploration.
K. Opinions of Using Agencies on Other Types of Central Filing Systems
The agencies, as part of the study, were asked whether they
thought there was a need for any other type of coordinated central regis-
tration file which might be useful for group work agencies.
Only three agencies (26,3 per cent) indicated that a recreational
index (or index of all agencies’ members) might be valuable. Reasons
advanced were, in order to plan program more efficiently and adequately,
and to show lack of service and overlapping. Two of these joined with
the others who replied in the negative in stressing that this kind of
file would be extremely expensive to maintain for the potential results
attainable.
In regard to a central camping file, ei^t of the eleven agencies
(73*7 per cent) thought this would be useful, for the purposes of elimi-
nating ’’shopping around” for camp, subsidy ’’tricks” and campership prob-
lems, duplication of effort, and for common registration and referral.
The expense of a separate file here too was generally felt to be unjusti-
fiable for the probable outcome.
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CHAPTER VI
THE SAMPLING OF CLEARINGS
A. Description of the Sample
The three months ’ sample of actual clearings at the Index has
been outlined earlier. During the months of December, 19i*8 and January
and February, 19h9, duplicate slips for all clearings by group work agen-
cies were provided for the writer by the Index,
In the course of this period, twenty-five clearings in all were
made by the using agencies. Table l6 shows the breakdown of the study
sample by agencies and a con^arison with the inspection sample of the
previous year, and of the respective nearest full years.
A glance at Table l6 indicates that, while only three agencies
out of the eleven cleared during the study sample months, for 1$.8 per
cent of the 19i;8 total, these agencies, vhich comprised three of the four
principal users during 19ii8, accounted for 69.6 per cent of the yearly
total. The sample inspected had previously shown twenty-six clearings or
only 12,5 per cent of the 19hl total, yet similarly, the five agencies
clearing during the inspection sample had represented 70.7 per cent of
the yearly total.
The study sample is therefore not quantitatively representative of
a full year, but at least crudely reflects proportionate use by the agen-
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COMPARISON OF AGENCY CLEARINGS DURING STUDY SAMPLE,



































Agency A 0 0 0 2h
Agency B 0 - 0 0 - 6
Agency C 0 0 0 1
Agency D 0
1 37 0 23
Agency E 0 - 1 0 - 2
Agency F 0 - 2 1 0^ 0
Agency G 0 h 2 k h
Agency H 0 i*
i
2 3 3
Agency I 16 50 13 95 95
Agency J 2 30 30 0 5
Agency K 7 30 30 8 h$
. . - -
hS
Totals ® 25 no 158 26 lli7 208
a Clearing was made in 19U8 part of inspection sample.
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Agency D, -nhose clearings were chiefly for camp purposes, and Agency J,
Tf^rtiich also cleared a majority of camp cases. The latter two agencies are
thus not represented to any degree in the sample months used.
At the end of the sampling it was discovered that four clearings
had inadvertently been "lost” by clerical staff at the Index in the pres-
sure of work, i.e., duplicate slips were not made at the time cleared.
These happened to be telephoned clearings, which are reported back to the
agency immediately by telephone, but where the photostats are mailed out
a day or so later. It proved impossible to trace these afterwards, either
at the Index or at the agencies, so that the analysis involves twenty-one
clearings only.
Of the twenty-one. Agency I cleared sixteen. Agency J one, and
Agency K four. The writer interviewed all staff workers at the three
agencies who made the clearings, for a delineation of the problems and
follow-up
.
Because of the "lost” slips, the fact that three-quarters of the
clearings were thus cleared by one agency further invalidates the sampl-
ing. Nevertheless, the data in the analysis offers some characteristics
of group work agency use of the Index and clues to the range of problems
for which clearings are made.
B. Identification of Agencies in the Sanple Clearings
Overall identification was high in the study san^le, sixteen out
of twenty-one clearings being known to other agencies, a ratio of 76,2
per cent (Agency I fourteen. Agency J one. Agency K one). In addition to
information provided on agency contacts of the individuals or families,
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eleven of the sixteen identified were also accompanied by reports on
close relatives, with many supplementary agency contacts. Table 17 il-
lustrates the number of different agencies known in each clearing, plus
the number of relative reports furnished and total relative contacts.
Because one of the limitations in agency follow-up is the fact that some
agency contacts go back too far to be of any significant use, the writer
undertook to estimate the potentially useful contacts by separating out
those since 19ij0, and indicating these in the summary (19l|0 being an
arbitrary year chosen to eliminate contacts during the depression years).
It may be seen from Table 17 that the range of niamber of total
agency contacts was from one to fifteen, with the median number per
clearing between six and seven. Fifteen out of sixteen cases were known
to three or more agencies. The range of potentially useful agency con-
tacts (those since 19l|0) was from one to thirteen, with the median number
four.
The average clearing had one relative report furnished, with a
median number of agency contacts of ten. Only seven contacts of the
total of 117 in the first column at the left of the table had been can-
celled at the Index.
Table 18 shows the list of agencies identified in the sample
study by frequency of contact. According to this summary, the Overseers
of Public Welfare, Family Society, City Hospital, and S.P.C.C. were the
1 Actually the number of agency contacts often ran much higher
because of re-registrations, but an unduplicated count was made for the
tabular summary.
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Case # 1 7 h 2
1
16





8 7 1 10
Case # h 6 it 0 0
Case # 5
1
3 1 2 10
Case # 6 13 it 1 8
Case # 7 5 2 0 0
Case # 8 6 6 1 5
Case § 9 h 2 2 17
Case # 10 10 it 0 0
Case # 11 Ih 2 1 15
Case # 12 10 7 2 13
Case # 13
i
3 3 0 0




Case # l6 ii 3 1 h
Totals 117 71 17 112
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Overseers of Public Welfare 12 17b
Family Society 8
City Hospital 3 7
Morgan Memorial 3 3
Visiting Nurse Association 3 3
S« P* c* c* 2 6
Catholic Charitable Bureau 2 5
Boston Provident Association 2 3
Greater Boston Conmiunity Council 2 2
Judge Baker Guidance Clinic 2 2
Massachusetts Division Child Guardianship 2 2
Community Health Association 1 5
Industrial Aid society 1 3
Red Cross Home Service 1 3
Boston Health Department 1 2
Children’s Hospital 1 2
Harvard University Research 1 2
Massachusetts General Hospital 1 2
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital 1 2
Municipal Court 1 2
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital 1 2
Psychopathic Hospital 1 2
Boston Child Welfare Division 1 1
Boston Dispensary 1 1
Boston Veterans Administration 1 1
Cambridge Family Society 1 1
Cambridge Public Welfare Department 1 1
Cambridge Red Cross Home Service 1 1
Children’s Friend Society 1 1
City Institutions Department 1 1
Danvers State Hospital 1 1
English High School Visitor 1 1
Florence Crittenton Home 1 1
Habit Clinic 1 1
Home for Catholic Children 1 1
Lynn Child Guidance Clinic 1 1
Lynn Family Service Society 1 1
Massachusetts Division of Blind 1 1
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Southard Clinic 1 1
West Roxbury Veterans Hospital 1 1
Women's Educational and Industrial Union 1 1
Worcester Traveler's Aid Society 1 1
United Prison Association 1 1
Lying-In Hospital 0 2
Cambridge City Hospital 0 1
E. R. A. 0 1
L3mn Child Welfare House 0 1
Lynn Social Service Exchange 0 1
Reformatory for Women 0 1
Roxbury Court 0 1
St. Luke's Home 0 1
State Temporary Aid 0 1
Totals : 53 Agencies 71 117
a Boston agencies unless otherwise specified,
b Includes OAA, ADC, etc. as separate contacts.
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four agencies most frequently registered, with the first two showing a
relatively larger incidence than the others since 19li0. A total of fif-
ty-three different agencies were identified in all.
Of interest also is the grorgjing of identified agencies by fields
of service. In Table 19 it is seen that hospitcils, family and social ad-
justment services, protective and foster care of children, and public
assistance, which include nearly 60 per cent of all the agencies, com-
prise about 65 per cent of the contacts since 19ii0 and 68 per cent of the
total contacts.
C. Reasons for Clearing
The months selected for the study sample were chosen in order to
by-pass nursery school and camp clearings if possible. In spite of this
precaution, the largest single reason for clearing turned out to be rou-
tine clearing for nursery school, because of late nursery applications at
Agency I. Nevertheless, the ronainder of the reasons falls easily into a
classification of problems very similar to that shown previously in Table
12 (page k9), which was a compilation of all possible problems mentioned
by the eleven agencies as reasons for clearing. Table 20 shows quickly
that, excepting routine nursery clearings, the three principal reasons
for use are again in behavior-emotional, economic, and protective problem
areas
.
It must be borne in mind that the reasons for clearing did not
' represent single problems in many cases but a variety of problems. How-
ever, the reasons mentioned were stated to be the major ones as seen by
the agencies at the time of clearing. It is noteworthy, in passing, to
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TABLE 19
TYPE AND FREQUENCY OF FIELDS OF SERVICE
IDENTIFIED IN STUDY SAMPLE
No. No. Agency No.
Field of Service Agencies Contacts Agency
Identified Since 19U0 Contacts
Hospitals (general and mental) 11 11 23
Family and social adjustment
services 9 15 2li
Protective and foster care of
children 7 8 13
Public assistance h 13 20
Rehabilitation and services
to handicapped h 6 8
Health (other than hospitals) h 5 11
Mental hygiene h 5 5
Correctional work 3 1 h
Referral and employment services 2 3 3
Miscellaneous
Research 1 1 2
Custodial care of adults 1 1 1
School visiting 1 1 1
Veterans administration 1 1 1
Social service exchange 1 0 1
Totals 53 71 117

TABLE 20
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report also that in only four of the clearings (19 per cent) was help
asked for by the member or client. This low percentage, while in accord
with the belief of some group workers that most group work agency members
are not accustomed to or are unwilling to ask for assistance with indi-
vidual or family problems, merely reflects here first, the experience of
one agency largely, and secondly, a percentage too weighted by the pro-
portion of routine clearings to be clearly indicative.
The majority of reasons for clearing (61.9 per cent) pertained to
agency members themselves. One clearing, a mental health problem, was in
regard to a sibling, and seven (counting six routine nursery clearings
and one economic problem) related to the general family. Again these
illustrate problems as seen as the beginning point of the cases.
Of the fourteen problems which centered on individuals, nine re-
lated to females and five to males. Age range of these was from three to
sixty-nine, ivith one under six years of age, five individuals from seven
to twelve years old, six from fourteen to twenty, and two over sixty.
Median age was fourteen years.
The agencies were asked at what point in the development of the
case the clearing was made. Ten clearings were made after the first in-
terview (six at nursery intake, four after requests for help by members).
Seven clearings were made after a home visit in the course of regular
agency program work had disclosed the problem, and the remaining four
clearings after overt behavior or an incident pointing up the problem had
occurred at the agency.
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D. Follow-up of Clearings
1. Contacts vath Identified Agencies
In eight of the sixteen clearings identified, listed agencies
were contacted for supplementary information. Twelve agencies were con-
tacted in all, with two agencies being consulted in two cases, and three
agencies in another. Table 21 presents the distribution of agencies by
type.
TABLE 21
TYPE AND FREQUENCY OF IDENTIFIED AGENCIES CONTACTED IN STUDT SAMPLE
Type of Agency No. Times Contacted
Protective and foster care of children





In six of the eight cases, the agencies contacted, in addition to
being specifically selected for bearing on the problem, were the last
previous to register, with all but one of these being a contact within
the last three years. In the remaining two cases, pertinency of selec-
tion outweighed the consideration of recency.
Visits to other agencies were made for information nine times,
and telephone calls three times. In four of the former, complete case re-
cords were read at the contact agency. Case conferences between agencies
were conducted in four others. Of the three summary reports, two were
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read to the clearing agency over the telephone, and one sent by mail. In
the final case, a brief description of the record vras given by telephone.
In the eight instances inhere identified agencies were not con-
tacted, two were cases of routine nursery clearings #iere no problem was
discovered. In three others, outside developments occurred which elimi-
nated the necessity of contacting agencies previously knowing tlie case.
In two of these, the individuals were involved together in a shoplifting
incident the same week as the clearings, and all follow-up was done with
the court, a new agency to the cases. In the third, a protective situa-
tion in which an elderly agency member with known homosexual tendencies
was attempting to get a friend out of the hospital in order for them to
live together, the patient died suddenly!
In a sixth case, the only agency identified had cancelled its re-
cord at the Index. The remaining two were: one clearing in which the
listed agencies were not recent enough to be useful, and another in which
it was decided that the problem was not as acute as suspected.
2. Extent of problems Revealed
Table 20 indicated in miniature the array of symptoms denoting
personal and social problems of members that group work agencies are con-
fronted with. The number and variety of other agencies knowing the fami-
, lies of these individuals, as displayed in Table 18, points up the under-
lying economic, social and health factors from which their maladjustment
!
stems. This general picture of family insecurity is further illustrated
by evidence in the stucfy" sample as problems gradually unfolded.
Follow-up of clearings in the sample revealed a striking pattern
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of elements in this picture. Family difficulties were found in a wide
range - alcoholism, illegitimacy, separation of parents, immorality and
criminality, desertion, disease, mental deviations, to give examples.
As a result of follow-up, new or more complicated problems were
discovered in at least half of the clearings. One fact of significance
emerges in the analysis, in that, "vriiile at the time of clearing the prob-
lems seemed to be largely focussed on the members themselves, follow-up
showed the underlying problems to be family-centered.
3. Direct or Indirect Work at the Agency
In only two cases was direct or indirect work atten5>ted with the
individual at the agency alone. In one exanple, a child retarded at
school was placed in a remedial reading group at the agency. In the
second case, desertion by a mother, case work was done with the family in
order to work out family responsibility for the child by the father and
grandmother. Resistance against referral was shown by the family in the
first case.
ii. Referrals and Joint Treatment
As in the summary description of all the agencies in the preced-
ing chapter, no clear distinction was evident in the stucfy sample between
referrals and joint treatment. Some kind of supportive help by the group
work agencies was given in all cases referred.
In six instances, new agencies or forces were brought into the
situation, a total of eleven in all. These ranged from mental hygiene
agencies, a court probation department, hospitals or health agencies, and
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work agencies (including a camp).
Out of the seven cases given joint treatment, only one had cur-
rently been active in a cooperating agency previously identified at the
Index. Two agencies re-opened closed cases.
Supportive work by the group work agencies in group programming
consisted of adjustment in group activities in three instances, bringing
a parent into activities in three others, and planning for camp placement
in another. In individualized work, support was offered through testing
and educational counseling in one case, and in special attention by group
leaders within the group setting in two others.
In the situation of the two members involved in shoplifting,
their adjustment in group activities was actually considered "semi-proba-
tion" by the court. It was difficult to pick out from the data specific
examples of supportive interpretation of case work treatment to members,
but the impression of the writer is that this was made a part of coopera-
tive work by the group work agencies in general, although methods were
not itemized.
The referral agencies carrying treatment in the joint efforts
described are shown below in Table 22. Four cases had more than one re-
ferral agency involved.
To round out the referral analysis, in two clearings not identi-
fied at the Index, direct referrals were made to new agencies selected as
most pertinent from the knowledge the agency had of the case. The same
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table 22
TYPE AND FREQUENCY OF REFERRAL AGENCIES
CARRYING JOINT TREATMENT IN STUDY SAMPLE
Type of Agency No. Involved
Family service
Hospital and health 2




School adjustment bureau 1
Church pastor 1
Total 12
5. Inquiries from Other Agencies
Reference has been made earlier to the two-way process of the in-
dex in agency cooperation. As a result of registration, two clearings
in the sample produced an inquiry from an agency registering later. Ac-
tually, these probably were coincidental, as both inquiries came from the
court, checking on the individuals in the shoplifting episode. It is ap-
parent that, due to the nature of the sampling and a relatively quick
follow-through by the writer in delineation of clearings, not enough time
elapsed to gather any sort of conclusive evidence on this point.
6. Change in Status of Problems
The time factor in the study sample also prevented any fair esti-
mate of beneficial or other developments in cases cleared. Certain de-
velopments can easily be seen. In two cases, special program services,
such as camping, were definitely arranged for. Several referrals indi-
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cated that a solution of the problem was on the way. In cooperation with
the court, one of the shoplifting individuals was given a part time job
at the group work agency concerned, because economic situation had been
a contributing element. Agencies commented generally that there were
both visible changes for the better in behavior of members at the agency,
and also increased linderatanding of problems and acceptance of feelings
on the part of members and parents.
E. Summary
As has been said throughout, the sample of twenty-five clearings
(with data on twenty-one), analyzed above, can hardly be called represen-
tative of group work agency use of the Index. As a matter of fact, it
chiefly portrays the clearing use and practice of one agency, where cleai>
ings were largely made by case work staff.
Notwithstanding this, the writer believes that the samplir^g does
exhibit the potential value of the Social Service Index as a tool in
group work. If the group work method is one of furthering individual and
social growth, then some evidence does exist that this process can be
highly implemented, depending on the resources and capabilities of the
group work agency, through the utilization of the Index.
Certainly the high percentage of identification of group work
clearings at the Index, with the corresponding abundance of information
on relatives, shows that the Index is a vital link with a host of other
social agencies also interested in the welfare of group work agency mem-
bers. The exact role of a group work agency in carrying responsibility
for help with individual and family problems needs further clarification.
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but if it accepts the mandate of nurturing individual and social develop-
ment, it must at least seek to employ all devices which will assist in
this process.
The heart of the enabling or helping principle as applied to
present day social work lies more and more in the realm of inter-agency
cooperation, rather than in specialized services alone. Concordant with
this, if social breakdown is to be prevented or alleviated, there should
be an awareness and understanding of problems on the part of every agency,
plus a realization of the responsibility for early recognition of prob-
lems and prompt attention to them before they become acute and perhaps in-
capable of being helped.
The sampling has made manifest both of these principles for group
work agencies, one positively, one negatively. On the one hand, effective
and close tie-up of the agencies in joint treatment has been demonst rated*
On the other, lack of early recognition of a problem is painfully evinced
in the outstanding example of the two agency members caught shoplifting
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GROUP WORK AGENCIES NOT USING THE BOSTON SOCIAL SERVICE IM3SX
A. Introduction
The study of group work use of the Index would not be complete
without some description of the agencies not currently using it. In
Chapter I it was mentioned that twenty-eight group work agencies in the
Greater Boston Community Council were not current users. These were of
two types, past users and agencies who had never had any Index contact.
As part of the study, a questionnaire was sent to each of the
above, seeking facts related to Index use and associated information
about program and services. Twenty-one of the agencies (75 per cent)
answered the questionnaires. Information from twenty of these will be
analyzed below. The twenty-first agency, a settlement house, returned
its questionnaire uncompleted with the brief comment that, ”as we are not
a case work agency, nor do we have a case worker on the staff, all case
work problems are referred to family or assistance agencies."
B. Service Data
1. Kinds of Service
Table 24 presents a summary of the categories of program and ser-
vices conducted in the twenty agencies under consideration. The rank
order of group programs proved to be identical with that of the agencies
using the Index (see Table 10, p. 42). In the case of services to indi-
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percentage of agencies did neighborhood visiting, but the proportion of-
fering general personal service and vocational and educational guidance
was 55 and 50 oer cent lower, respectively. The percentage of agencies
furnishing medical service was slightly higher. Thirty-five per cent of
the agencies did stress the fact that they offered "referral" service as
a definite part of their program.
TABLE 25
NON-USING GROUP WORK AGENCIES RETURNING QUESTIONNAIRES
Type of Agency Number
Settlement house 12
Scouting or kindred organization 4





It might be expected that non-use of the index would reflect a
minimum application of the individualized approach in a group work agen-
cy. The evidence from the questionnaires disproves this in part. Six
agencies had staff members who were experienced or qualified in one form
or another of case work, one specifying a medical social worker, another
a worker with concurrent public assistance experience, and the remaining
four mentioning "a trained case worker", staff with certificates in so-
cial work, or master's degrees in social work. A seventh agency replied
that it had the loan of a case worker from a family society, for refer-
rals, nursery intake, and work with nursery families.
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TABLE 2h
TYPE AND FREQUENCY OF PROGRAM AND SERVICES PROVIDED
BY THE AGENCIES NOT USING THE INDEX









(through clubs, classes, etc.)
Camp (including day camp) 18 90.0
Playground 13 65.0
N\irsery sdiool 8 hO.O
Extension woric h 20.0
Services to Individuals
Neighborhood visiting 13 65.0
Vocational and educational guidance 12 60.0
General personal service 9 il5.0
Referral service 7 35.0
Medical service (including dental) 5 25.0
Direct case work 2 10.0
Legal service 1 5.0
Miscellaneous Program or Services
Community organization 111 70.0
Residence facilities (non-staff) 1 5.0
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Of the seven, only two checked "direct case work" on the ques-
tionnaire. It is probable that the sense of this question was either
misinterpreted by the agencies or not explained enough in the question-
naire. From the data on staff, it would appear that at least six of the
seven agencies were offering some kind of direct case work.
Allowing for the difficulty here in appraising the extent of in-
dividualized work, which was true also of the using agencies, still
leaves unexplained the lack of Index use by agencies with case work
trained staff. Other factors undoubtedly account for this, but it is
hard to comprehend in the face of universal use of the Index by case
work agencies.
2, Membership Served
Three of the agencies had very large memberships, ranging from
eleven thousand to thirteen thousand. The remaining seventeen ranged in
number of members from 270 to slightly over forty-five hundred, with the
median figure being seventeen hundred. This compares with the median of
fifteen hundred members for the using agencies, excepting the one large
agency in that group.
Thirteen agencies served both males and females, and seven either
males or females only. Six of the latter served a limited age rai^ge,
predominantly the seven to seventeen age group. Of the others, thirteen
had members in the age range from six to middle age adults, with twelve
agencies serving pre-school children, and eight agencies aged people ad-
ditionally. The fourteenth, serving males only, had an age range of from
fourteen to the aged.
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The above statiatica are comparable alao to the data on the uaing
agenciea, with the majority of agenciea who replied having a wide age
range, and aerving both aexea, thua making poaaible contact with and
knowledge of familial groupa.
With regard to family income aa a partial criterion for aocio-
economic background, again the greateat number of agenciea (ten) reported
the majority of their memberahipa in the family income range of $2000-
2^99. Membera in aix other agenciea largely fell in the group under
$2000, and in the aeventeenth agency, in the $2d00-5500 range. Three
agenciea atated that family incomea were too varied to generalize, 'i’hia
aort of evidence could not be correlated with Inaex practice, of courae,
aa waa attempted with the uaing agenciea, but it does ahow that the
majority of the non-uaing agenciea were located in low income areaa.
C. Extent of Individualized Work
1. Typea of Problema
The typea of individual or family problema which came to the at-
tention of the agenciea were not apecifically inquired into in the quea-
tionnaire, but anawera to aeveral other queationa produced aa by-products
many references to problems. No classification waa possible, but prob-
lems were indicated variously as "behavior,” "health,” "family and mari-
tal," "social," "economic," "school," "legal," "housing," "employment,"
"personal," "family maladjustments, " etc.
2. Individualized Work at the Agency
The agenciea were asked what special work with individuals within
the agency was done, in contrast to group and mass activities. Sixteen
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agencies answered this question, some generally, some specifically.
Grouping of answers is indicated in Table 25. More than one answer was
sometimes given by one agency.
The difficulty of generalizing from the answers may be illustrat-
ed by two examples, which could not be included in the Table, viz.; "We
try to solve personal problems when they come up, and refer them if we
can't," and "We take a case as far as we can and avoid unnecessarily
bothering another agency with it."
TABLE 25





Vocational or educational guidance and testing 6
Tutoring 4
Behavior guidance 5
Case work on individual or family problems 2
Follow-up of medical examination 1
Referrals and Joint Treatment
Seventeen of the twenty agencies (85 per cent) made a practice of
referrals to other agencies. The three agencies which did not refer were
all scouting organizations. The principal fields of service referred to
were, in order of rank: family and social adjustment services, hospitals,
mental hygiene agencies, public assistance, health agencies other than
hospitals, protective and foster care agencies, correctional agencies,
and school adjustment bureaus.
Reasons for referral were also difficult to classify. Table 26
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represents a summary of reasons given by ton agencies, some of whom gave
more than one.
In regard to the referral process, six agencies apecifically in-
dicated steps they took to acquaint the referral agency with the nature
of the problem. Four agencies described case conferences or discussions.
and two reported case histories received either over the telephone or by
mail. Two other agencies stated that referrals were nox. made without the
consent of the members or their parents first.
TABLE 26




Special needs of members 4
Problem beyond capacity of agency 5
Problem needing more skill and “know-how” 2
When a case work agency is indicated
Problem more serious than staff feels
1
it is trained to handle
When members do not fit into group
1
program
Problem needing more time than agency
1
is equipped to give 1
Where necessary 1
Joint treatment was mentioned by twelve agencies (60 per cent).
Supportive work undertaken was generally of two kinds, interpretation of
case work treatment to the member, and adjustment in group program or re-
lated services, as recommended by the referral agency or as decided
jointly. Three agencies considered that, in joint planning, a careful
line was usually drawn between them and the referral agencies as to spe-
cific responsibility of each in carrying out a planned program for the
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individual. One agency stressed especially that it often assumed the
role of a coordinator between more than one referral agency, when differ-
ent fields of service were needed for solution to a complicated problem.
This same agency, however, contradicted itself in another statement when
it said it customarily did not go beyond mild supportive work, such as
interpretation of case work treatment, unless assistance was requested
by the referral agency. Two agencies reported making frequent prcgress
check-ups as part of joint treatment.
4. Staff Used in Individualized Work
Twelve agencies (60 per cent) gave definite information on staff
used in individualized work. Table 27 summarizes answers to this ques-
tion .
TABLE 27
STAFF USED IN Il'lDIVIDUALIZED WORK





All other group work staff 5
Case work staff 5^




Physician on staff 1
a Includes a part time group worker in one agency who
also was employed concurrently as a case worker in a
public assistance agency.
It is noteworthy that executives did individualized work in near-
ly all of the agencies replying to this question. A direct analogy can
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not be drawn here with the using agencies, but it is interesting to com-
pare the fact that in the using agencies, only two executives (18.2 per
cent) participated in clearing work. The classification, "Particular
member of group work staff," in the Table above represents a grouping of
three comments, "The group work staff member closest to the situation,"
"All staff, if they seem to be the logical people," ana "All staff con-
cerned in this work."
D. Previous Use of the Index
Fourteen of the t?;enty agencies (70 per cent) stated that they
had used the Index in the past. Dates of previous use were not generally!
furnished, but statistics at the Index (which go back to 19^6 only) indi-i
cate that at least ten of the agencies must have cleared prior to 19^.
In addition, from data obtained from the Greater Boston Community Council
Information Service (see next section), it appears that two agencies may
have confused direct use of the Index with indirect use provided for them
by Information Service.^ One of the agencies not returning a question-
naire was also found to have been a past user from the data at the Index.
Extent of previous use was small for the most part. Generally,
agencies had no records of use to go by, and apparently relied on staff
memory alone to answer this. From the answers supplied and statistics
at the Index, it appears that past clearings did not average more than
two a year per agency. Reasons for previous clearing were not specified,
with the exception that two agencies mentioned past use chiefly in cases
of camp subsidy.
1 Chapter II, p. 10-11, gives a description of this service.
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TABLE 26
TYPE AND FREQUENCY OF AGENCIES PREVIOUSLY USING THE INDEX




Settlement house^ 8 4
Young men' s association 2 0
Scouting or kindred organization 2 0
Girls' club 1 1
Boys' club 1 0
Comunity center 1 0
Totals 15 5
a Includes one agency not returning a questionnaire
but found in Index statistics.
Of the six agencies which had never used the Index, only one had
ever applied for use. This agency, a settlement, applied during 19^.
It was advised by the Index Membership Gonmittee that since it did not
measure up to the tentative eligibility criteria then in force, it should
make indirect clearings through Council Information Service.
E. Indirect Use of the Index Through Council Information Service
To show indirect use of the Inaex by group work agencies not cur-
rently clearing directly, the writer secured appropriate statistics from
Council Information Service for the year of 19^6 plus January and Febru-
ary of 19^ (thus embodying the study sample months) . A total of ten
agencies used Information Service for this purpose during this fourteen
month period.
Agency F, which is also one of the direct users of the Inaex, was
included in Table 29 to illustrate the haphazard and unplanned manner in
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twice, directly, in 19^7 and 19^8 (Table 11, page 44), but suddenly made
eight clearings through Information Service in a single month. Apparent-
ly clearing procedure is confused at the agency, and all staff members
were not aware that the agency could clear directly.
TABLE 29
INDIRECT CLEARINGS BY GROUP WORK AGENCIES THROUGH























Agency L Young men's association 5 1 - 1 1
Agency M Young men's association 1 1 -
Agency N Boys ' club 1 1 - - —
Agency R Settlement house 4 2 - 1 1
Agency W Girls' club 1 1 -




Agency EE Settlement house 1 “ 1 “ i “
Agency GG Settlement house 5 “ 5 III
Agency HH Scouting organization*^ 1 - 1 - -
Totals 24 7 5 2 10
>
a Agency which had applied for direct use (see previous section,
supra)
.
b Not a member of Greater Boston Community Council.
Agency HH, which is not an individual member of the Greater Bos-
ton Community Council (and hence was outside the scope of the study), was
found to have made indirect clearing use during the fourteen months peri-
od. This agency was apparently the only other group work agency in the
community, beyond those considered in the study, which required access to
the clearing service during this time.
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Table 29 does not indicate much quantitative demand for clearing
outside regular use of the Index. The number of clearings made indirect-
ly during the study sample months would not have added an appreciable
amount to the sample to illustrate problems behind the clearings more
representatively. It does, however, show an increasing utilization of
the Index through Council Information Service in recent months. This
can perhaps be attributed not so much to increasing awareness of the In-
dex on the part of group work agencies, but rather to the expanding role
of Information Service in connection with current reorganization of the
Index.
In relation to Information Service, it is interesting to note in
passing that twelve of the agencies (60 per cent) mentioned specifically
that the Service was helpful to them in securing information on other so-
cial agencies, for assistance and advice with special problems of mem-
bers, and in locating the proper agency equipped to give service which
they could not. This demonstrates that while some agencies did not clear
even indirectly with the Index, Information Service was still a useful
tool in their individualized work, in common with other agencies making
indirect clearings.
F. Reasons for Not Using the Index
The agencies receiving the questionnaire were asked to list rea-
sons why they did not use the Index currently or had never used it.
Nineteen of the agencies replied to this.^ In contrast to the factors
2 Includes the agency which did not complete its questionnaire,
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limitiRg U36 as expressed by using agencies (Table page 51), ^he
chief determinant for lack of use with non-using agencies was philosophi-
cal rather than practical,
j
TABLE 50
REASONS FOR CURRENT NON-USE OF THE INDEX






Agency function and objectives 14 75.2
Staff load or pressure of work 6 51.6
Record-keeping 6 51.6
Staff qualifications and training 5 26.5
Do not need Index in referral work 5 26.5
Lack of secretarial help 5 15.8
The consideration of agency function and objectives was thus the
greatest element in current non-use of the Index. Agencies stated gen-
erally that the type of work done did not require the Index or that they :
were not set up for individualized work or case work. Specific objection
i
to use were disapproval of registration of members in the Index per se,
and opinions that it was not necessary for agencies to know if their mem-
bers were known to other agencies, or that they served "normally-adjust-
ed" memberships. Several settlements, in particular, felt that their
individualized work consisted of informal, friendly, and neighborly ad-
vice, and Index clearing might damage this neighborly relationship. One
scouting organization stated that its non-building centered program pre-
cluded any clearing use.
Among the leading practical elements affecting non-use were pres-
sure of work on staff, lack of or poor record-keeping, and staff qualifi-
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cations and training. These were less limiting proportionately than in
the case of the using agencies. A specific comment produced here was
that in scouting organizations all staff people close to members were
volunteers
.
The answers grouped under, "Do not need Index in referral work,"
|
included such remarks as, "We don't want to know the past in a case - the
present problem suffices," "We know the families well enough," and "The
|
majority of individual services can be handled in one interview." One
agency stated that in referrals it presumed the accepting agency used the
Index.
One agency remarked that, since one of its part time group work-
ers was employed also as a case worker in a public assistance agency, the
worker had cleared agency cases occasionally there. While this no doubt
made for convenience, from the point of view of ethics, administration of
the Index, and inter-agency cooperation, the practice hardly seems desir-
able. First of all, an inaccurate statistical picture is reflected of
both source of problem and of case record, and in the second place, pres-
ervation of the value of the clearing to agencies which might be inter-
ested in the individual or family in the future is threatened if the
worker involved leaves the employ of the assistance agency, or for that
matter the group work agency either.
G . Opinions of Non-Using Agencie s on Other Types of Central Filing Sys-
tems
Similarly to the using agencies, the non-using agencies were
asked whether they thought there was a need for any other type of coordi-
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nated central registration file which might be useful for group work
egencies
.
Six agencies (^0 per cent) indicated that a recreational index
might be desirable. Five agencies answered negatively and two were not
sure. Reasons for desirability were practically the same as with the us-
ing agencies, for more concerted planning, and to show underservice and
overlapping. One agency mentioned that it thought it would help against
the "shopping around" of teen-agers and aged people for special attention
where there were several group work agencies fairly close together.
In general, the consensus was again that coat of such a system
would not be worth the time, effort or potentially attainable results.
Nine agencies (45 per cent) felt that there would be a good deal
of value in having a central camping file. Prevention of duplication, a
more effective spread of camperships, and serving the neediest children,
were the reasons given for the use of a central instrument for camper
registration and referral. Opinion on the expense of this plan was not
expressed, with two of the agencies merely commenting that, though prob-
ably desirable, there was no urgent need for the plan.
Together with the using agencies, a total of seventeen out of
thirty-one group work agencies interviewed or returning questionnaires
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The foregoing represents a study and investigation of the use of
j
the Boston Social Service Index by local group work agencies. The aim of
the writer was to discover considerations facilitating or impeding local
group work use, to determine the types of problems cleared through the
Index and the special values of this technical method for such agencies,
I
and to ascertain some of the general criteria for Index clearings by
!
group work agencies.
A review of the literature was first undertaken to obtain a back-
[
ground of basic concepts in the field of social group work relating to
I
this specific area. This served to give perspective to the study.
Factual material for the study was gathered in four ways. Expe-
rience of group work agencies in selected other cities was analyzed and
compared with the Boston situation. The eleven agencies currently using
the Index were interviewed in order to elicit all possible information in
regard to the general questions posed for the writer. Twenty-eight other
local group work agencies not using the Index were asked to supply re-
lated data. Finally a three months’ sampling of all clearings at the In-
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B. Philosophy of Index Uae
Group work agencies appear to have used the social service index
almost from its inception. The scanty references to group work use in
the literature in comparison with the case work field, however, reflect
how relatively little attention has been given to this topic, and how
meager and uneven the use has been, as well.
Whatever thinking and writing has evolved on the subject has
seemed to run parallel to the growth of social group work as a profes-
sional field itself. With the emerging concept of the generic group work
process in the last decade or so, has come an increasing sensitivity to
individual behavior and needs on the part of group workers, demonstrated
in a sharpening of the individualized approach in their programs.
While generally true of the field as a whole, this trend toward
focus on the individual has varied strikingly in practice among different
types of group work agencies, depending on how each has accepted and in-
terpreted this new role.
Therefore, the first basic consideration in using the index is
the extent of the individualized approach in a group work agency. The
underlying principle here is not depth of treatment attempted but the de-
gree of awareness of individual needs and recognition of problems.
A second basic consideration, that of value to the community as a
whole, flows from the first. Since the worth of the social service index
is predicated on the two-way operation - agencies both giving and receiv-
ing information, thus working together for the benefit of individuals in
the community - it follows that group work registrations in the index are
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leas useful if employed for better understanding of and work with indi-
viduals at the group work agency alone. Because the individualized ap-
proach varies and group work agencies cannot carry the major responsi-
bility for treatment, referral to and joint work with case work agencies
through full sharing of information is necessary.
A final element in the picture, index use for programming, and
planning and research purposes, either at agency or community levels, is
of minor importance perhaps, but has been indicated in the literature.
The issue has been raised by group workers as to whether the
philosophy of the index itself has not operated against more effective
use by group work agencies. One writer opines that the index has been
oriented to the case work field from its very beginning, and that group
work use has had to fit into this framework instead of the index being
adapted to meet group work requirements as well as case work needs.
C. Summary of Findings
1. Experience in Other Cities
A comprehensive survey of group work agency index practice else-
where was not attempted in the study. Certain information was available,
however, from several other cities which furnished comparative data.
Compared with Cleveland, Pittsburgh and New York, boston showed
an annual mean clearing volume per group work agency of l4.4, which was
much less than the others for nearly the same annual periods. In addi-
tion to this, Chicago, Detroit and Providence with little or no index use
by group work agencies in those cities, further illustrated how spotty
the national situation is.
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An early study (1956) conducted among fifty-three indexes around
the country had pointed out that settlements and YW' s were the types of
agencies which cleared in the most cities, with YM's, boys' clubs, and
j
Boy and Girl Scouts far in the rear,. . Analysis of the recent experi-
ence in the three cities compared with Boston verified this, with the
j
additional significant finding that volume of use by settlements out-
1
,
stripped all other types, including YW's. This is partly attributable
to numerical superiority of settlements as a type.
1 The claim has been made from time to xime that group work agency
i
memberships represent "normally adjusted" people who would not be found
I
I in the files of the index. It is noteworthy, perhaps, that a variety of
j
evidence compiled by the writer shows that a third or more of the entire
membership of any type of group work agency is likely to be identified in
the index, ranging from at least 50 per cent in the case of Scouts to
generally over 70 per cent with settlements and boys' clubs. It is true
that this high percentage of identification may possibly be caused in
j
part by agency contacts during the depression only, but until further
j
facts are forthcoming, the point remains significant. Clearings in Bos-
I




per cent identification, not only high percentages for the group work
! field, but comparing very favorably with the percentage for the overall
!
social work field locally.
i:
j
New York City was the only instance found of a community in which
group work use of the index had been specifically studied up till now.
The New York studies showed at first that group work agencies had made
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comparatively little use of the New York Exchange, and such use chiefly
to meet the needs of special problems. As a result of an experimental
clearing project, standards and criteria were set up for local use there.
The final report of the studies (19^2) found the New York Exchange poten-:
tially useful to group work agencies in the following ways;
1, For coordination of effort with other agencies.
2. For better understanding of the individual member.
As a basis for more constructive program building.
Recommendations specifically centered around the use of one staff person
for clearing, follow-up and referral, with appropriate contacts with and
dissemination of information to other staff persons as intermediate steps
No evaluative data was available to the writer on the effect of these
proposed standards on actual use of the New York Exchange by group work
agencies in the succeeding years.
Several examples of other types of central filing systems for
group work agencies were found in other coionunities . These included a
recreational index and other master files of all group work agency mem-
bers, a continuous juvenile exchange, and a central camping file. Their
principal use was to check duplication or to analyze constituency trends.
Duplication of membership was discovered to be surprisingly low in many
of these compilations.
None of the systems is in existence at present (some were one-
time operations) . They serve to illustrate the need, perhaps, of some
sort of central accounting device, not so much related to the needs of
individuals (as the index is), but to provide data for agency or commun-
ity planning.
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2. Agencies Using the Boston Index
The intensity and quality of program and services offered by the
eleven group work agencies using the Index could not be gauged within the
limits of the study. All appeared to have the same pattern of group pro-
gram structure. Services to individuals varied, with all doing some form,
of personal service, yet suggesting a considerable difference in depth of
the individualized approach. Approximately 45 per cent offered direct
case work. Mere evidence that program or services existed (e.g. case
work) apparently bore no relation to the volume of Index use.
Size and other characteristics of agency membership were com-
pared. Apart from an indication that over 80 per cent of the agencies
served both sexes and a wide age range denoting contact with familial
groups, no correlation was found between membership background and use of
the Index. The length of time an agency had used the Index was also not
a factor influencing use.
The three largest areas of problems indexed by the agencies were
behavior-emotional, economic, and protective. Other types of problems
included mental health, physical health and social problems. One agency
made routine use of the Index for nursery school clearings. The inci-
dence of behavior-emotional problems approximately equalled the combined
total of the other types.
The agencies generally felt the Index was valuable to them for
two main reasons (expressed in a variety of ways): 1) as a way of get-
ting from other agencies background or supplementary information on indi-
viduals they were interested in for use in either individualized work or
I.
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group programmingj 2) as an essential factor in referral and inter-agency
cooperation. One agency also mentioned some value in the training of
students
.
For the using agencies, practical factors led in considerations
limiting Index use. The most frequently mentioned were pressure of work
on staff and insufficiency of qualified or trained personnel. Record-
keeping and lack of secretarial help were additional limiting factors.
About 45 per cent of the agencies indicated that philosophical considera-
tions of agency function and objectives also cut down Index use. There
were signs that most agencies hoped to improve in size and quality of
staff so as to increase clearing use.
In regard to the eligibility criteria recently promulgated by the
Boston Social Service Index Committee, all of the agencies appeared to
satisfy the minimum requirements for professional competence of staff.
Volume of clearing did not vary with the number of staff people who
cleared, except in the case of the largest user, which had the largest
number of staff clearing. The two largest users also happened to have
more case work staff than the remaining agencies, but volume of use with
the others did not vary with number of case workers employed per se.
With respect to general policies and procedures for clearing, the
local agencies again all seemed to be meeting basic criteria for supply-
ing adequate identifying data, safeguarding of records, and protection of
confidentiality. Certain minor clearing practices which are desirable
for the effective operation of the Index in the long run, such as cancel-
lations, were not being complied with. As a rule, specific overall poll-
6CI
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cies for Index use and training of staff in Index procedures were lacking.
Clearings were selective in all cases, with the exception of the one in-
stance of routine nursery clearings.
In follow-up of clearings, for the most part agencies showed good
practice. Selective choice of identified agencies for additional informa-
tion was observed, and procedures for passing on confidential information
to other staff at the agepcy were given due attention.
Direct work with individuals at the agency, as a result of infor-
mation derived from clearing and follow-up, involved both adjustment in
group programming and formal and informal counseling. It was possible to
distinguish case work efforts more clearly than other types.
Nearly all of the agencies followed up clearings with referrals
and/or joint treatment, these being handled by the same staff members who
cleared. Such referrals proved to be only a small proportion of the total
agency referrals, however. The consensus was that referrals were made
when problems were entirely beyond the resources of the agency. Suppor-
tive work during joint treatment included adjustment in group programming,
interpretation of referral agencies to members, and individualized work
of a different nature than that given by the referral agency.
5 . The Sampling of Clearings
The three months' sample of clearings was neither quantitatively
nor qualitatively representative of local group work agency use, but did
illustrate actual cases of clearing, and as such the potential value of
the Index as a tool in group work.
A high percentage of identification (76.2 per cent) was found in
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the twenty-one cases reviewed. In addition, the number of agency con-
tacts per clearing was significant, the median number being between six
and seven. Fifteen out of sixteen identified clearings were known to
three or more agencies. Allowing for ”depresaion" agency contacts did
not materially reduce the identification.
The agencies identified reflected a widespread pattern of social,
health and welfare problems. By fields of service, hospitals, family and
social adjustment services, protection and foster care, and public assis-
tance, in that order, comprised 60 per cent of the agencies knowing the
individuals or families cleared.
Types of problems cleared in the sample were nearly identical
with the classification brought out in the interviewing of all eleven us-
ing agencies, with behavior-emotional problems again being the leading
reason for clearing.
Identified agencies followed up for supplementary information
were not in the same order as their frequency of identification, however.
Protective and foster care agencies led the rest here. Follow-up of
clearings further intensified the picture of social breakdown initially
portrayed by the clearing reports. New or more complicated problems were
discovered in at least half of the clearings.
The methods and nature of referral and joint treatment attempted
in the sample did not differ greatly from that describee in Chapter V.
I As a result of the sample clearings, two inquiries were received from
I
other agencies registering on cases later. These were apparently coinci-
I
dental, however.
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The study sample served to point up some aspects of the two basic
considerations in index use, particularly the value of effective and
close cooperation of all social agencies interested in an individual, and
the importance of early recognition of problems.
4. Agencies Not Using the Boston Index
Information was secured from twenty-one of the twenty-eight group
work agencies not currently using the Index. A difficulty similar to
that with the using agencies, in estimating the intensity and quality of
program and services from this data, was encountered. Group program
structure was not too different among the agencies, but services to indi-
viduals varied, and were much less prevalent as a type of service than in
the using agencies. This latter situation appeared somewhat anomalous in
the case of at least seven agencies, which had case work trained persons
on the staff. It was noteworthy that executives participated in individ-
ualized work in eleven agencies out of twenty.
With respect to characteristics and background of memberships, no
outstanding differences existed between the majority of the non-using and
the using agencies, with the former exhibiting the same kind of familial
contacts and income ranges as the latter, for the most part.
Eighty-five per cent of the non-using agencies appeared to be do-
ing some sort of referral work. Of the reasons listed for referral, the
principal ones were special needs of members and problems beyond the
capacity of the agency. A significant proportion (60 per cent) of the
agencies reported joint work with other agencies.
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the past, only four of these had cleared in the last three years. Extent
of previous use was small. Eight of the agencies replying made indirect
use of the clearing service through Council Information Service during
the period from January, 1948 through February, 1949, but this also was
fairly negligible quantitatively.
In contrast to the factors limiting Index use as expressed by the
using agencies, the chief determinant for lack of use by non-using agen-
cies was philosophical rather than practical. The consideration of agen-
cy function and objectives was found to be the reason in 70 per cent of
the replies, and is apparently the nub of the argument for non-use of the
Index for these agencies.
D . Conclusions
From the preceding evidence, a number of broad conclusions have
been arrived at by the writer. Despite the restrictions of the study in
regard to objective observation and the limited nature of the sampling,
certain generalizations about the use of the index by group work agencies
appear to be valid in the light of both local and other experience. These
are presented as follows:
(1) Opportunity exists in any group work settir^g for working witi
individual problems. This opportunity, in a majority of cases, can be
extended to and is intertwined with family problems. In the recent pro-
fessional development of the field, the evolving concept of the group
work process has focussed attention particularly on the aspect of assist-
ing individual growth, which group work thus shares fundamentally with
case work. In this respect, group work and case work may differ in pro-
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cedure and emphasis, but not in objective. The study has amply illus-
trated the range of social, economic and personality factors which crys-
tallize in individual problems coming to the attention of local group
work agencies. In the main, the data shows that the agencies are nox. at-
tempting to duplicate case work services, but to furnish supplementary
and complementary services.
(2) The social service index is a valuable tool for all social
agencies in providing information for better service to clients or mem-
bers directly, and in making possible even more effective benefits to in-
dividuals through joint cooperation of agencies. For group work agencies
which recognize as their mandate the responsibility for furthering indi-
vidual needs, the index has proved to be especially useful in exploring
the nature of problems, in understanding members better for both individ-
ualized work and group programming, and as a device for proper referrals
and inter-agency work.
(5) According to its acceptance of the basic philosophy of the
group work process and its readiness and capacity to carry it out, each
group work agency necessarily differs in the extent of its individualized
approach and its awareness of individual needs and recognition of prob-
lems. To a certain degree, use of the index reflects this approach and
can be said to be a "barometer” of individualized work. There are prac-
tical limiting factors which restrict some types of group work agencies
from more than a superficial attempt at individualized work directly, but
theoretically no barriers exist to prevent any agency from applying the
"enabling" principle to the realm of referrals and inter-agency coopera-
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tion. The argument of "normally-adjusted" memberships has been somewhat
disproved in the study. As such, therefore, the index can be an invalu-
able mechanism for accelerating the process of helping an individual by
means of using all the forces in a community, providing the initiating
agency acknowledges this responsibility.
(4) Use of the index, if predicated on the fundamental assump-
tion of the two-way process of cooperation, carries with it the implica-
tion of readiness of service. The evidence in the study points to too
much haphazard and casual clearing and to agencies inadequately prepared
or unwilling for follow-up work. It suggests further, in contradistinc-
tion, that perhaps the fault lies also with the case work field and the
index itself, in their not recognizing fully the potential value of group
work in individualized work or supportive help, and in neglecting to
shape the index to meet group work needs.
(5) There has been a definite lack of uniform use of the index
locally among group work agencies. Twenty-six agencies out of thirty-
nine have used the Boston Index at one time or another, but only eleven
use it currently, and these vary widely in volume of use. This is gen-
erally true also in other communities and from community to community
around the country. Lack of uniformity, however, cannot be laid at the
door of function and objectives entirely. Group work agencies which as-
sume the challenge of the group work process stand in need of a more sys-
tematized procedure, not only in individualized work and programming
within the walla of the agency, but in referral methods, too. The cali-
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approach, but in relation to the uae of the Index, even agencies which
approximate each other in size, aims, area covered, and types of staff
differ widely in Index clearing volume.
(6) Notwithstanding variance in volume and other factors dis-
cussed above, agencies currently using the Boston Index conform generally
to minimum requirements for clearing. From a standpoint of staff compe-
tence, safeguarding of information, protection of confidentiality, and
other criteria, local agencies appear to meet the newly established eli-
gibility standards. Further improvement of use in these agencies should
rest largely in the area of clarification of basic philosophy of approach
to individualized work and of methodology of inter-agency relationships.
For agencies not using the Index at present, future participation depends
to a certain extent on the degree to which principles in Conclusion (5)
above are understood, accepted and implemented by professional training
of staff and standards put in force at the agency.
E. Recommendations
The writer feels that this study of index use has but scratched
the surface of some phases of a much larger field of inquiry, that of the
whole area of case work-group work cooperation, which is in a beginning
stage of development and study in the local community. No venture should
be made to suggest or set up standards and criteria for index use by
group work agencies on the strength of a single analysis, especially one
limited in scope. On the basis of the evidence and the conclusions, nev-
ertheless, some recommendations which stem logically from the reasoning
in the study may have tangible value for the present. They are:
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(1) Group work agencies currently using the Boston Index should
adopt a definite statement of working policy for Index use in line with
their purpose, function, and objectives, and taking into account resources
of staff, record-keeping facilities, etc. This policy should be periodi-
cally reviewed and evaluated. It should be imparted to both old and new
staff as a regular training procedure, in order to eliminate misunder-
standing of the Index, half-assumptions, or practices not professionally
accepted. It might include types of cases or problems to be cleared, re-
sponsibility of the agency in individualized work, and agency principles
of follow-up, referral, and joint efforts with other agencies.
(2) In connection with the above recommendation, a centralized
machinery for clearing should be established within each agency, with
supervision vested in a single person. This centralization would make
for better relationship with the Index, for familiarity with all processes
involved, and would insure coordination and accurate and organized clear-
ing. Centralization ideally should apply also to follow-up and referral.
(5) Specific attention should be given by using agencies to the
procedures of cancellation, re-registration, and additional information.
A periodic evaluation of records or cases cleared should be undertaken so
as to effect maximum help to other agencies through the Index.
(4) Where group work agencies employ case workers on the staff
full or part time, or have the loan of one, such agencies should use the
Index as fully as their service needs require, with the stipulation that
the clearing and referral procedures, if performed also by other members
of the staff, should be centralized and supervised by the case work staff.
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I (5) Where case work staff is not employed, agencies should clear
selectively and judiciously, the method of selection being related to some
definite service the agency is prepared to give on the problem, or to its
acceptance of the responsibility for follow-through or referral. Clear-
ing could, therefore, be made on any kind of individual problem or speci-
fic need, assuming the above was understood,
(6) An effort should be made to improve record-keeping v/ithin the
resources and skills of the agency staff. Absence of records should not
necessarily be a deterrent to clearing, provided in these cases the agency
has a well developed contact with and knowledge of the individual or fam-
ily, and is prepared to make this information available for sharing.
( 7 ) Where agencies are not eligible to use the Index directly,
full advantage should be taken of the Greater Boston Community Council
Information Service for clearing purposes. Where clearing use of an eli-
,
gible agency is very infrequent. Information Service might be used instead
i
!
of direct clearings, in order to obviate possible lapses of agency famili-
arity with Index procedure.
With the reorganization this year of the Boston Social Service In-
dex, has come an opportune time for thorough appraisal of group work agen-
cy use. For further study, specific follow-up of the writer’s investiga-
tion could be made in terms of: 1) an experiment in greater use of the
Index and exploration of advantages or disadvantages noted; 2) studies of
!
specific situations where the Index was used and cases were followed
I
through, with evaluation of the results to the client or member.
I Such follow-up could be pursued on any of several fronts - by the
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agencies themselves (i.e. the Neighborhood Houses and Youth Agencies
Division), by the professional association of group workers, by the So-
cial Service Index Conmittee, or by cross-functional groups like the
Case Work - Group Work Committee of the Council.
A comprehensive survey might be made of index practice with group
work agencies in other cities, drawing in the experience of New York or
other communities which are possibly further along in development and
study of group work use.
Discussion of fundamental philosophy related to objectives, ex-
ploration of the whole referral process and inter-agency cooperation, re-
finement of methods of the individualized approach, studies of uncharted
areas (such as the value of clearing an entire club group and other Index
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PRIMARY GROUP WORK AGENCIES HOLDING INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
IN THE GREATER BOSTON COMMUNITY COUNCIL®
Boston Young Men's Christian Association
Boston Young Men's Christian Union
Boston Young Men's Hebrew Association
Boston Young Women's Christian Association
Boys' Clubs of Boston
Boy Scouts of America, Boston Council




Camp Fire Girls, Council for Greater Boston
Denison House
Dorchester House




Girl Scouts, Boston Council
Girl Scouts, Brookline Council
Girls' Clubs of Boston










North Bennet Street Industrial School
North End Union
Olivia James House
Robert Gould Shaw House
Roxbury Neighborhood House Association
Saint Mark Social Center
South Eind Boys' Club
South End House Association
Trinity Neighborhood House
From membership list. Greater Boston Community Council, Septemcer, 1948.
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USE OF THE BOSTON SOCIiJ. SERVICE INDEX. BY GROUP WORK AGMCIhO
SCHEDULE
Date of interview
Nanie of agency Address
Name and position of person giving information
I. SERVICE DATA
a. Kinds of service: (Check)
U) Group services
(a) Recreational-educational
(Thru clubs, classes, etc.)
(b) Nursery school





(2) Services to individuals
(a) Direct case work
(b) Case work consultation
(c) Other personal service
(d) Medical service






(b) Residence facilities (non-staff)
(c) Other
b. Membership served; Total Number
(1) Sex (eheck) M F (£) Age range
(3) In what income group would you say the ma jOx’i ty of your membership
fell? (Check)
(a) Under ^2000 (c) $2500-^3500
(b) $2000-^,^2499 (d) Over $3500
II. PRINCIPLES iJTD PROCEDURES FDLLOLED IN CLEaRING THRU S.S.I.
a. Does the agency have a specific policy in using the S.S.I.?
Yes No Written Oral




Ctf Staff members who make clearings in your agency: (Fill in as needed)







d. Is there a designated staff person who has overall supervision for the
clearing procedure? If so
,
describe
e, lire clearir^g slips uade out by:
clerical or professional persons
f. What ifl done with repor' t slip from the S.S.I,?
(1) Filed in special office file
(2) Placed in case folder
(3) Other (Describe)
(4)
Describe provisions for safeguarding (lock file, otc«)
g.
Vi/hat are the main types of iiidividuol or family problems in the agency
for which clearings are made? (Describe)
9dt*
. .^4
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h. Are clearings madei
(1)
At time of individual's first registration in the agency? (Describe)(2)
On regular or routine basis for any portion of membership (of, camp
or nursery)? (Describe)
(3)
On particular groups as a whole (cf. a club group)? (Describe)
(4)
For research purposes? (Describe'
i. Does the agency ever:
(1) Cancel registrations at the S.S.I.? Yes No
(2) Re-register a case? Yes No
(3) Send in additional information or corrected
identifying data on an individual or family
(such as change of address, re-marriage, etc.)? Yes No
j. Does the agency make clearin'; s in addition thru a consultant case work
agency? If so, where are the records on such cases kept?
k. . Do agency members knew their names are being cleared? (D/scribe)
III, pqst-clearam:e principles Aim procedures
a. Are agencies identified from cleariiigs contacted for supplanentary informa-
tion from their records? (Describe)
bt Are full records of other agencies ever read? (Dc;scribo)
C: Are case conferences or consultation with other e-'encies erranged? (jLiscribn*
Procedure for giving information derived as result of clearing to different
types of group leaders: (Describe)
(1) With regular staff
{ 2 ) 'Wi th part t i ire pn i d ]. ea d cr
s
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e. Does the nature of the information referred to above affect the
procedure involved v;ith each type of leader? If so, describe
f* If clearings are used in connection with referral:
(1) How are identified agencies chosen for follow-up?
(a) All of certain type contacted Yes No
(b) If selective, is choice by:
Type of agency Yes No
Date of last S.S.I. registration Yes No
(2) liethod of follow-up: (Check)




(e) Which method is generally preferable?
(3) Which staff mcrber has responsibility for making the referral?
(Describe)
g,. I'b clearings are used for individualized work within the agency:
(1) How is clearitig information used in programming for the individual
c.->nc erned?
(2) How is clearing information used in direct individual work?
(a) On case work basis (Describe)
(b) On informal or incidental basis by staff (Describe)
h- Describe cooperative i)rocodure with other agencies where joint work with
individual is undertaken.
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i. Is there record material available at the agency showing the use oT
clearings?
IV. GENERAL QUESTIONS
a. How long has the S.S.l. been used by the agency?
b. To what extent (greater or less use previously than now)?
c. Is G.B.C.C. InforiTiat ion Service also used? If so, in what situatirns
d. Proportion of agency referrals made without using S.S.l. : (Check)
(1) Nearly all (4) About l/4
(2) About 3/4 (5) None
(3) About l/2 (6,/ Other
e. Opinion as to general value of S.S.l. to agency: (Check)
(1) AS time-saver
(2) As tool in rriaking proper referrals
(3) In revealing suspected or concealed problems of members
(4) For better understanding of mombors
(5) For amplifying details or supplementary information in prograrrm’ng
(6) Other (Describe)
(7)
General comment on value
f: Opinion as to possible factors limiting use of S.S.l. by agenep ;
'Describe)
(1) iigcncy function and objectives
(2) Kinds of people served
(3) Record-keeping
(4) Staff qualifications and training
(5) Staff load
(6) Lack of secretarial help
(7) Other
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g* Opinion as to tho need for other types of a coordinated index or
registration file which might be useful for group '..ork agencies:
(Indicate rea.-ons with each)
(1) Central glidaping file
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USE OF T^IE BOSTON SGCl^X SERVICE INDEX BY CJ^OUT' .>ORK AGENCIES
QUESTIONNAIRE
!• Name of agency Address
2* Name and position of person giving inforaiation
3. Kinds of service; (Check)
a* Sroup services
(1) Recreational-educational
(Thru clubs, classes, etc.)
(2) Nursery school





b. Services to individuals
(1) Direct case York
(^!) Case viiork consultacjcn
(3) Other personal service
(4) Medical service





(l ) Community organization
(v) Residence facilities (non-staff
^
(3) Other -
4r Membership served: a» Total number
b. Sex (check) M. F. c. ^ge ron£'e
d* In what family income groi|j y;ould you say that the majority of your
membership fells? (Clieck)
(1) Under v^OQO (3) *2500 - *34S9
(2) *2000 - v2499 (4) Over *3000
3. Current individualized work at agency;
a. Do you refer any of your members for ser'^ice to any other agencies?
If so, describe
b. Describe special work with individuals Yvithin the agency (in contrast
to group and mass activities)








d* Describe cooperative procedn?'r T,ith other agencies where joint work
with individual is undertaken,.
6. Staff used, for individualized work (Describe)
(cf. case worier, consu.i tant case worker, guidance vorker, etc.)
Title Social work education and experience
7 . a. Has agency ever used the S.S.I.? Yes No
b. Is yes, give approximate dates and describe extent of use
c. If no, has agency ever applied to S.S.I. for use?
8, Reasons for not using S.S.I. at present; (Describe where applicable)
a. Agency function and objectives
b. Kinds of people served
c. Record-keeping
d. Staff qualifications and training
e. Staff load or pressure of work
f. Lack of secretarifel help
g* Other







Opinion as to the need for other types of coordinated index or regis-
tration file which might be usefiiL for group war k agencies; (IndiLPt.-
reasons with each)
a. Central camping file
b. Recreational index (index of all agencies' menhers)

























SCHEDULE FOR ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDU/X CLE/RIFG IN STUDY
l.Date of Clearing 2. Clearing Code Number
(in consecutive order of receipt)
3,Name of Agency
4, Identification of clearing at S.S.I.: Known Unknown
5, If known;
a. Number of different agencies identified
b. List of agencies
6.Agency reason for making clearing
7 .Was problem that of: (Check)
a. member c. sibling
b. parent d, general family
G. other relative
f, other (Describe)
8.At what point in the development of the case v/as clearing made?
(Describe)
9.As result of clearing was new or further problem discovered?
(Describe)
10 ..Follow-up of clearing:
a.Agencies contacted
b .Method of follow-up
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d. Treatment of individual or family:
( 1 ) Within agency:
(a) Programming (Describe)
(b) Individual work (Describe)
(£) Outside agoncy:
(a) Direct referral (Describe)
(b) Joint treatment (Describe)
11. Wc>re any inquiries received from other agencies as result of this
clearing? Describe action on this
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GREATER BOSTON COiEvIUNITY COUNCIL
Social Service Index Coramittee
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR USE OF THE BOSTON SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX
(Adopted by the Board of Directors of the Greater Boston Conimunity Council
February 10, 1949)
To recommend an agency as eligible to use the Social Service Index, the
Membership Committee will determine that the agency meets certain minimum re-
quirements :
1# It is a non-profit tax supported or voluntary organization accepted and
recognized in the community as a social service having as its primary purpose the
welfare of its clients and the community* The general public, commercial services
and individuals will not be permitted to use the services of the Index,
2* It is governed by a responsible board or legally established authority,
3* It shows evidence of financial support adequate to insure standards.
4, It has an office where records are kept and adequately safeguarded and
where personnel can be reached,
5, Application for use of the Social Service Index implies willingness to:
a* supply adequate identifying data for Social Service Index files,
b* to consult with other member agencies regarding client in v;hom they
are interested*
6* a* Its case work program is in charge of a qualified social worker,
I
Minimum standards for ’’qualified social worker” v/ill be three years of
I
experience in social work in a qualified public or private agency or college
education and one year in an accredited school of social work,
I
(The above qualifications are essentially comparable to the lov/est grade
' Civil Service paid Public T/Yelfare agent in the state of Massachusetts, The Com-
mittee feels that they apply only to agencies w'hich employ paid social workers —
for instance, these standards would not apply to organizations v;hich do not have a
case work program or to Boards of Public Yfelfare or small towns in vifhich Public
Welfare is done by the elected Board of Public Yfelfare* These standards vdll apply
to the Head YiTorker in an agency or the v;orker v/ho is placed in charge of inter-
agency policies,)
b. In an agency which does not have a case work program, the person in
charge of the department applying to use the Index is eligible to belong to the
professional organization in this field*
7* The agency keeps records v;hich contain adequate identifying data, the
nature of the service requested, and the service rendered,
8, The agency maintains policies and procedures which insure adequate
protection of the confidential nature of their records,
9, Information about a client received from another agency is not passed
















GREATER BOSTON CQI'.II.'UNITY COUNCIL
Social Service Index I'cmbership Committee





1. Please give a brief description of function and program of the agency.
2, HoviT vrill use df the Index further the program of the agency?
3. Is agency public private ?
If private: is it incorporated ?
hov; is it supported? Community Fund
Other (Specify)
~
Is agency member of a council of social agencies? (Specify)
Name any national or state organisations with vdiich agency is affiliated,
I4 , Address of office where records are kept:
Are records kept in locked files?
TIould Social Service Index photostat be attached to record?
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Application for Use of SSI - 2 -
S, Has agency case-vrork program?
a) If answer is yes
,
please state briefly education and experience of person
at present in charge of case-vfork program,
b) If ansv/er is no, please state briefly v;hat departments will use information
supplied by Social Service Index and state education and experience of pres-
ent heads of these departments.
6, I'/hat is policy of the agency in sharing information vdth other agencies?
This agency recognizes its responsibility to safeguard all reports received
from the Social Service Index and information from participating agencies. It has
record-keeping facilities which are not open to the general public and the staff
having access to this information is competent and trustworthy.
This agency agrees that the information obtained will be used only in the
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GREATER BOSTON COMf^WNITY COUNCIL
Social Service Index Membership Committee
Re-Application for Use of Social Service Index
Name of Agency ‘ Date,
Address Telephone Numbei‘_
Executive (Name and Title)
1. Please give a brief description of function and program of your agency, including
the final authority governing the action of your agency.
2. How does use of the Index furtlier the program of your agency?
5. List state and national organ! Jiations, and community councils in which agency
has membership.
4. How is agency supported? a) Community Fund or Chest;
b) Tax Funds; City c) Other (specify)
State
Federal
5. Date of beginning of fiscal year of agency
Date to send bill for inclusion in agency budget
Name and address of person to vvhom bill should be sent
Paj-’raents ’’ 1 be made annually semi-annually ^other (specify)
6. Address of office where records are kept
Are records kept in locked files?










Re-Applic. for use of SSI
7, Has agency case work program?
- 2 -
a) If answer is yes
,
please state briefly education, experience and professional
memberships of person at present in charge of case work program.
b) If answer is please state briefly what departments use information sup-
plied by Social Service Index and state education, experience and professional
memberships of present heads of these departments.
8*
* State policy of your agency in sharing information with other agencies?
This agency recognizes its responsibility to safeguard all reports received from
the Social Service Index and information from participating agencies. It has record-
keeping facilities v;hich are not open to tehe general public and the staff having ac-
cess to this information is competent and trustv/orthy. The information obtained will
be used only in the interest of and for the benefit of the individual or his family.
This agency agrees to pay its share of the cost of the Social Service Index as
determined by its proportion of use of Index service.
a) Payments will be made by this agency
b) Payments will be made by (give name of community chest or public department)
This agency vjill inform the Social Service Index Committee of any changes in the
above information.
Signature of Official
• Title
Agency
3-15-49
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